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Program synthesis systems can be highly advantageous in that users can automatically gen-
erate code to fit a wide variety of applications from high-level specifications without needing any
low-level programming skills or knowledge of which type of data structures and algorithms should
be used. NASA has developed and uses two of these systems, AUTOFILTER and AUTOBAYES.
Though much is gained in terms of time and cost efficiency in the use of these systems, they suffer
from an issue that is inherent in all code generator systems, the verifiability of the correctness of
the generated code against the input specifications. Many times, this verification process can take
just as long, if not longer than manually developing and testing the code would have been. Because
of this, much work has been done by NASA and others to develop methods for automatic certifica-
tion that can be produced along with the program and are easy to use. However, there is still more
work to be done in this area, especially in the area of automatic visual verification (e.g., by using
UML diagrams to provide visual aid in the verification of the generated code). Work has been done
by Grant et al. in collaboration with NASA to develop a rigorous approach to system correctness
verification that uses domain-specific graphical meta-models of the expected input/output systems
with identified constraints on the input/output and their relationships. Though this approach has
been applied to AUTOFILTER, it has yet to be applied to other domains. In this work, Grant’s ap-
proach is extended to the data analysis domain by being applied to AUTOBAYES. A model of the
input specification for AUTOBAYES was obtained for the case in which a normal distribution of
xii
data is assumed. This model, derived from the AUTOBAYES input files, the n-dimensional Gaus-
sian equation, and allowed priors, is a UML class diagram (CD). Similarly, a UML CD model
of the AUTOBAYES program output was derived. These CD’s were then used to develop 30 con-
straints on the input, the output, and the relationship between them. These constraints were then
transformed into the OCL formal specification language and analyzed with the USE tool, along
with the derived comprehensive CD (i.e., a combination of the input CD, output CD, and the rela-
tionships between each other). These models and constraints were used to successfully check that
all of the developed constraints were satisfied with the model representing AUTOBAYES. Unfortu-
nately, a configuration for a full validation with USE was not obtained, after several iterations, due
to project time restrictions. However, the results obtained adequately demonstrate that this method
can be extended to the domain of AUTOBAYES. This work was motivated both due to its relevance
to NASA in the chosen case study of AUTOBAYES as well to show that Grant’s approach can be




Since the work of Alonzo Church in 1957 [2], and the idea of an automatic programmer,
first explored in the 1960s [3], there have been many great developments in the area of program
synthesis over the years [4–7], with a surge of recent advancements in which Artificial Intelli-
gence and Machine Learning have been used [6, 8–12]. In program synthesis, executable code
is generated from high-level specifications. This approach of generating tailored software for a
specific domain from parameterized templates and schemas and/or existing libraries of program
components is one of several approaches and can save considerable time and money for develop-
ers [13, 14]. Two program synthesis systems, developed by NASA researchers, are used for state
estimation, i.e., the AUTOFILTER system [14–18], and used for data analysis, i.e., the AUTOBAYES
[1,19–25] system. Like many program synthesis systems, AUTOFILTER and AUTOBAYES have the
advantage of being fully automatic, easy to use, quick, and requires no low-level programming
skills. Therefore, there is no need for the user to decide on what algorithms or data structures to
use, or how to call all the necessary library functions.
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Though algorithms for program synthesis have continued to improve, the practical use of
program synthesis systems in many domains are limited. This is due in part to the fundamental
issue of the lack of a testing environment to ensure the generated output code correctly imple-
ments the input specification. This is because they are usually complex artifacts that make use of
advanced software engineering techniques. Furthermore, the way program synthesis systems are
designed and used requires that they can correctly implement output from an extensive assortment
of potentially unforeseen inputs. Therefore, it can be exceedingly difficult to check the relationship
between their input and output.
1.2 Research Objectives and Plan
In the work presented in this thesis, a technique developed by Grant et al. [26, 27] is
used to check the input/output relationship of NASA’s AUTOBAYES system. Grant’s approach
was developed with NASA researchers at the NASA AMES Research Center and uses domain-
specific graphical meta-models of the expected input/output systems with identified constraints
on the input/output and their relationships. This allows for the rigorous analysis, in the form of
mathematical expressions, of these constraints against specific instances of input/output.
Another advantage of this approach is that there is no need for regression testing. Code
generators will be modified and expanded to solve new problems in the problem domain. With the
method used in this work, there is no need to refer to old test data, run the system through the same
tests, and hope to get the same results. This is known as regression testing and it can be tedious
and challenging. With this work, if the input matches the constraints on the input side, the output
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matches the constraints on the output side, and the constraints on the relationships between them
match as well, then we know the code generating system is working. If something violates those
constraints, then we know the modification to the system broke the code generator. This is because
while in traditional testing, test cases check only a single example, in this method the input/output
constraints are defined at the domain modeling level. Therefore, they are valid for all instances
generated by the program synthesis system.
This method of checking constraints is lightweight and goes beyond traditional testing
methods yet does not involve formal verification [26,27]. Grant’s approach was successful applied
to AUTOFILTER but has yet to be applied to AUTOBAYES. Though NASA researchers have worked
toward the verification of program synthesis systems, termed certifiable synthesis [14, 16, 28–59],
the benefit of doing this work is that Grant’s rigorous analysis may provide verification of program
correctness beyond other known testing strategies.
Moreover, additional work must be done to determine the suitability of this approach in
other problem domains, beyond that of AUTOFILTER, where program synthesis systems are used.
Therefore, this verification of program correctness strategy is applied to AUTOBAYES in this work
to demonstrate its applicability to other domains such as for safety-critical systems [60,61], which
is especially relevant for NASA, the space industry, and aviation (e.g., the Boeing 737 MAX Ma-
neuvering Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS)).
Lastly, this work is meant to showcase the effectiveness of formal methods in software
engineering and testing. Formal methods can be used to make the ambiguous, informal object-
oriented semantics precise. These methods are mathematically rigorous techniques that are used in
the specification, development and verification of software. The correct use of formal methods can
contribute greatly to the reliability and robustness of a system. This can be accomplished through
3
the use of mathematical analysis of a formal specification written in a formal language [62].
1.3 NASA Relevance
A large part of the motivation for this work stems from the relevance to NASA. The spe-
cific areas that this work relates to the published strategies, plans, and technological taxonomy are
presented in this section. This includes both the previously published 2015 NASA Technology
Roadmaps document [63] along with the recently published NASA’s Technology Taxonomy TX11
in Software, Modeling, Simulation, and Information Processing [64], NASA’s Strategic Technol-
ogy Investment Plan’s Advanced Information Systems [65], and NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan’s
Strategic Object 4.3: Assure Safety and Mission Success [66].
This work aligns with NASA’s Technology Roadmaps TA11 in Modeling, Simulation, In-
formation Technology, and Processing [63] and with NASA’s Technology Taxonomy TX11 in
Software, Modeling, Simulation, and Information Processing [64]. In the area of computing, a
verification procedure could aid in the trust in AUTOBAYES generated flight software to support
autonomous data triage at the point of data collection and aid in software development capabili-
ties. In the area of modeling, this work could help develop trusted autonomous, integrated, and
interoperable approaches for models and model development. It would increase productivity and
manage risk by improving autonomy and integration in modeling for NASA’s future missions. In
the area of information processing it could aid in the develop software frameworks and toolsets
that efficiently and reliably manage greatly increased volume, variety, and velocity of data across
the science, engineering, and mission data lifecycle. It could also help increase system and crew
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autonomy through advanced software [63]. In the area of Software Development, Engineering, and
Integrity, a verification procedure could aid in the trust in AUTOBAYES generated flight software
to support autonomous data triage at the point of data collection and aid in software development
capabilities. AUTOBAYES also fits right into the area of information processing [64].
This work will also align with NASA’s Strategic Technology Investment Plan’s Advanced
Information Systems [65]. It can aid in NASA’s Critical flight computing technologies by increas-
ing autonomy for onboard operations. AUTOBAYES could be trusted to generate code for on-board
processing of larger volumes of data. It could also support work requiring Big Data processing
and advanced analytics. Verification would fall under the safety and mission success (SMS) pro-
grams which protects “the health and safety of the NASA workforce and improve the likelihood
that NASA’s programs, projects, and operations are completed safely and successfully” [65].
Lastly, our work aligns with NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan’s Strategic Object 4.3: Assure
Safety and Mission Success [66]. This work is highly applicable to safety critical systems, which
falls well into this strategic objective. NASA states that “Objective Overview SMS programs in-
clude programs that provide technical excellence, mission assurance, and technical authority” [66].
This work has the potential of meeting each of those criteria. Furthermore, our work could help
assure that directives and requirements are appropriately implemented, and a way to aid in the
performance of independent technical analysis of safety and mission critical software products.
Our work could help provide independent assessments of the mission critical generated software
products. It would also relate to one of the key indications to support SMS strategies for success,
i.e., “the ability to independently verify and validate critical software safety and mission assur-
ance Capabilities” [66]. NASA states elsewhere in the strategic objective that “SMS programs
are charged with understanding and assuring that the Agency mitigates, to an acceptable level, all
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safety, health, and technical risks to NASA missions” [66]. Our work would relate to how NASA
accomplishes this by evaluating software aspects to identify hazards, including the impacts of new
requirements and departures from existing requirements [66].
1.4 Scope and Expected Outcome
The scope of this work involved a few areas. The primary deliverable was to give a proof of
concept that the method used in this work, developed by Grant et al. [26,27], could be extended to
other problem domains that involved code generator systems. The code generator AUTOBAYES was
chosen for that purpose, being that it is a program synthesis system for the statistical data analysis
domain rather than the Kalman Filter domain for AUTOFILTER. Furthermore, AUTOBAYES was
selected since it was also developed by NASA, thus being a a natural extension of previous work.
Within AUTOBOYES, we are looking at one specific example, the case in which a normal
distribution of data is assumed. While there are many statistical models that AUTOBAYES can be
used with, applying Grant’s method to allow for all possible statistical models would be highly
time consuming, unnecessary for the proof of concept the work presented in this thesis is after, and
thus out of the scope of this work. Similarly, only one pragma was tested and the code was always
generated for use with the OCTAVE environment, which can be seen in each the code listing in the
Appendices, rather than for the MATLABT M environment. These steps were also done, to limit the
scope of this work to focusing on a proof concept rather than an exhaustive application.
This work also involved the use of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [67], but we
limited its use to UML class diagrams (CD). The formal specification language Object Constraint
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Language (OCL) [67] was chosen for this work rather than another formal specification language
(e.g., Z notation) due to three reasons: (i) OCL was developed to work UML, (ii) I have personal
experience working with OCL, and (iii) I have experience working with the USE tool [68] which
is designed for OCL.
The specific deliverables needed for the primary deliverable listed above, are as follows:
(i) a CD modeling the possible input given to AUTOBAYES, (ii) a CD modeling the possible out-
put code produced by AUTOBAYES, (iii) several identified constraints on the input, (iv) several
identified constraints on the output, (v) several identified constraints on the relationship between
the input and the output (n.b., again, only a subset of constraints were necessary for the goal for
this work, obtaining all possible constraints would be out of scope), (vi) transforming the textual
description on the constraints to precise mathematical representation (i.e., in OCL for this work),
and (vii) an analysis with the USE tool to show the process of identifying and correcting any
deficiencies in the CD’s and/or constraints.
From my initial investigation, the expected outcome of this work was that Grant’s method
would be extensible to AUTOBAYES. This would then show the that method is, in fact, extensible
to other problem domains.
1.5 Structure of Thesis
This thesis continues with Chapter 2 giving the background of this work, starting with the
theoretical background of UML, formal methods, and OCL, a brief description of the AUTOBAYES
program synthesis system, and an introduction to Gaussian or normal distributions, followed by
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several highlights of AUTOBAYES applications, and it finished off with a survey of publications
related to the work presented in this thesis. In Chapter 3, the methodology used in this work is
described when applied to a general code generator. Next, this method applied to a case study will
be presented in Chapter 4, where the verification of the correctness of automatically generated code
from a NASA-developed program synthesis system, AUTOBAYES, was conducted. The results and
discussion are then given in Chapter 5. Next, the conclusions and future work are given in Chapter
6 followed by Chapter 7 the funding source of this project is recognized. Lastly, an Appendix is
given, followed by the references for this work.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Theoretical Background
There are several areas in the work presented in this thesis that the reader may not be fa-
miliar with or need a refresher in. This section is meant to give a brief refresher or a working
knowledge of these areas with the intention of giving the reader the tools they need to understand
the content of this thesis. This chapter gives an introduction to (i) the Unified Modeling Language
(UML), (ii) formal methods, (iii) Object Constraint Language (OCL), (iv) AUTOBAYES, and (v)
Gaussian or normal distributions. Next this chapter familiarized the reader with the various appli-
cations that AUTOBAYES has been used for. Lastly, a collection of published work related to the
work presented in this thesis is summarized.
2.1.1 Unified Modeling Language
The work presented in this thesis used what is known as the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [67]. UML is a collection of notations and models used in software engineering to model
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software designs and specifications. It provide a standard way to visualize the design of a system.
Originally conceived for object-oriented (OO) systems, UML represents systems in terms of ob-
jects and methods. UML was adopted by the object management group (OMG) in 1997 and is
currently managed by them [67].
UML has many types of diagrams, but they can be grouped into two categories of dia-
grams, structure diagrams and behavior diagrams. it is worth mentioning that another, well known
category, interaction diagrams, are actually a subset of behavior diagrams. The most well-known
model of UML is a member of the structure diagrams, the class diagram (CD). A CD is a diagram
that relates the classes or entities in the specification [69]. CDs are used extensive in the work
presented in this paper.
2.1.2 Formal Methods
Formal methods can be a powerful tool. They are specification and verification meth-
ods and have formal (i.e., mathematical) semantics, must be unambiguous, and facilitate proofs
of correctness. Though formal methods are based on mathematics, it does not require in-depth
mathematical understanding and some of the work is even done in an informal way to reduce com-
plexity. Though formal methods have been in use since the late 1970s they still see limited use.
Globally, they see a lot more use in Europe than the United States, but their use is growing. Some
examples of formal methods include deduction verification, model checking and testing. There are
many different formal method languages, e.g., Z, OCL, and VDM. In the work presented in the
work presented in this thesis, Object Constraint Language (OCL) [67] is used.
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2.1.3 Object Constraint Language
Another import part of this work uses the formal specification language, Object Constraint
Language (OCL), which is part of the UML standard [67]. OCL was designed as a constraint
language meant to be easy for nonmathematicians to understand and use yet still maintain math-
ematical precision. OCL was developed specifically with the expression of constraints on UML
object models (e.g., CDs) in mind, since UML, though very helpful, is not enough when high lev-
els of precision is required due to its ambiguous nature. OCL also introduces language constructs
for dealing with collections of objects, for using association paths to navigate from one object to
another, and for expressing queries on object types [69]. In the work presented in this thesis, OCL
is used to express constraints on CDs related with AUTOBAYES input and output, their relation-
ships to each other, and when combined with the relevant classes and associations, it was used in
an analysis of AUTOBAYES program correctness with the USE tool.
2.1.4 Description of AUTOBAYES
The AUTOBAYES program synthesis system automatically generates customized algorithms
for the statistical data analysis domain. It constructs efficient executable code from high-level
declarative specifications, which can be seen below in Figure 2.1, to solve parameter estimation
problems in this domain. Data analysis is an important task whenever useful information needs to
be obtained from raw data.
AUTOBAYES takes an input of a parameterized statistical model (i.e., a probability distribu-
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tion which specifies the properties for each problem variable and its dependencies) and a goal that
is a probability term involving parameters and the associated input data. It then outputs optimized,
fully-documented C/C++ code for the specified data analysis application which computes values
for those parameters that maximize the probability term. In this way, AUTOBAYES can be readily
used in the context of describing clustering, change point detection, and parameter estimation type
statistical analysis problems. The output code from AUTOBAYES can also be dynamically linked
to MATLABT M and Octave environments [1, 19–25].
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Figure 2.1. AUTOBAYES system architecture [1].
AUTOBAYES has a wide variety of allowed input equations compared to that of AUTOFIL-
TER, which uses a static or dynamic Kalman filter input equation. All available statistical models
that AUTOBAYES can be used with are given below in in Table 2.1. It is also worth noting that
AUTOBAYES allows for mixtures of those distributions to be used. For some distributions dis-
played in Table 2.1, closed form solutions are found by AUTOBAYES, and denoted with a "Y", for
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others a closed form solution is not found, denoted with an "N".
Table 2.1. ADAPTED TABLE FROM [1] PRESENTING DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
MIXTURE MODELS OF AUTOBAYES. REMARKS: (1) AUTOBAYES HAS TO
BE CALLED WITH -PRAGMA SCHEMA CONTROL ARBITRARY INIT VAL-
UES=TRUE TO OBTAIN ITERATIVE SOLUTION. (2) PATCHED VERSION
OF AUTOBAYES NECESSARY. (3) SOLUTION REQUIRES A CUSTOMIZED
SCHEMA.
Name Notation Closed Form Remarks
Bernoulli x ∼ bernoulli(p) Y
Beta x ∼ beta(α, β) N 1
Binomial x ∼ binomial(n, p) Y 2
Cauchy x ∼ cauchy(x, y) N 1
Exponential x ∼ exp(λ) Y
Gamma x ∼ gamma(k, θ) Y k known
Gamma x ∼ gamma(k, θ) N 1
Gauss x ∼ gauss(µ, σ2) Y
Poisson x ∼ poisson(λ) Y
vonMises x ∼ vonmises(µ, k) Y 3
Weibull x ∼ weibull(α, β) N 1
2.1.5 Gaussian Distribution
Due to the many possible statistical models that AUTOBAYES can be invoked upon, and
because AUTOBAYES allows for mixtures of those distributions to be used, a full model describing
all possible input would be needlessly time consuming. This is because, the scope of this study
just requires a proof of concept in the checking the extensibility of Grant’s method to another
problem domain. Therefore, the most commonly used statistical model, which assumes a Gaussian
or normal distribution of the data was modeled. When developing the input CD, the form of the
equation used needed to be considered. The consideration included the 1D Gaussian through the n-
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dimensional Gaussian. Therefore this sub section gives the Gaussian equations from 1D Gaussian
through its n-dimensional form.
A normal distribution or Gaussian-like distribution has seen a great deal of use in data
analysis, probability theory, statistics, physical sciences, and humanities. It is a type of continuous
probability distribution for a real-valued random variable. A normal distribution typically has
two parameters, the mean, represented by µ, and the standard deviation, represented by σ. It is
worth noting that σ2 is called the variance of the distribution. If a random variable has a Gaussian
distribution, it is said that is is normally distributed.
The 1D Gaussian equation is











For the n-dimensional Gaussian equation, it is typically given in matrix form. For an n-
dimensional x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), let x ~ Nn(µ,Σ) where
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However, in order to represent the case of an n-dimensional Gaussian, the non-matrix form
was also helpful. Thus, the n-dimensional Gaussian equation was converted to the non-matrix
form, given as























It is worth noting here that these equations were analyzed to aid in the construction of the
AUTOBAYES input CD.
2.2 AUTOBAYES Applications
AUTOBAYES has enjoyed a great deal of successful applications at NASA. Several of
its NASA-relevant applications are now briefly described to give a better understanding of the
AUTOBAYES system’s applicability, capabilities, and importance. First, it has been used for data
analysis on large software simulations, e.g., analyzing abort and re-entry scenarios for Orion. It
has also seen use in this way for small-satellite guidance, navigation, and control systems [1].
Secondly, AUTOBAYES has been used for data analysis for air traffic control data, where it
was used in a study which it took actual aircraft trajectories and performed data mining on those
trajectories [1].
Thirdly, AUTOBAYES has been used in the application of shape analysis of planetary neb-
ulae. Here, statistical data analysis models that estimate the center and elliptical extent and ori-
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entation of the nebula were required to automatically analyze this data. AUTOBAYES successfully
filled that role and was able to provide estimates for the center and extent of a nebula [1].
Fourthly, AUTOBAYES was used for clustering for Sloan Digital Galaxy Survey. From a
description of an ensemble approach to building what is known as Mercer Kernels with prior infor-
mation, AUTOBAYES was used to estimate the parameters for the kernels, an efficient customized
variate of the EM algorithm, and automatically generate and typeset the mathematical derivation
[1].
Fifthly, AUTOBAYES has been used for hyperspectral clustering of earth science data.
More specifically, it was used to take data blocks called hyperspectral cubes obtained from earth-
observing satellites (e.g., MODIS), and develop a simple multivariate mixture model to cluster the
data into most probably class assignments for each pixel [1]. This can be seen below in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. Left image: Hyperspectral image cube (MODIS). Right image: Clustering result for
hyperspectral data and 5 classes as produced by AUTOBAYES [1].
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Sixthly, AUTOBAYES was used in the application of clustering and mapping of geospatial
data. In this example application, census data, which is typically highly multivariate (e.g., for each
household, many variables are present, like age, income, size of household, etc.), was considered
and related to the ZIP code. In a similar fashion as the previous example, AUTOBAYES was used
to develop a simple multivariate clustering model, thereby allowing the data to be far more easily
processed and even visualized [1].
Lastly, AUTOBAYES has been used in the context of detection of gamma-ray spikes. It was
shown that a simple AUTOBAYES model can be used to detect and isolate intense gamma-ray burst
events. If the inter-arrival time of photons is assumed to be exponentially distributed, a detector
for a switchpoint can be readily specified in the specification language input used by AUTOBAYES
to generate a program that has been shown to successfully isolate recognized bursts from the rest
of the data [1].
2.3 Related Work
As mentioned in the introduction, NASA researchers have worked to develop means in
which to certify the correctness of the code generated from their program synthesis systems. This
work is termed as certifiable synthesis [14, 16, 28–59]. In this subsection, a few key papers will be
reviewed that are most relevant to our work presented here.
In Grant’s approach [27], the role of modeling is emphasized to bring out what is to be
checked during the constraint checking of the input specification, the output code, and the relation-
ship between them. They used uses domain-specific
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models of the expected input, the output, and the derived constraints between them. The
domain-specific models used were created through the integration of an informal modeling nota-
tion (i.e., UML) with a formal specification language (i.e., OCL). It was shown that this technique
of constraint-checking can provide a high degree of confidence in the correctness of the outputted
code and the use of the code generator system it is applied to. Grant’s lightweight verification
method is a type of product-oriented verification. In product-oriented verification, the result of the
program synthesis system is verified rather than the system itself. There has been some other work
on product-oriented certification.
One of these product-oriented certification techniques was publish in a paper by Whalen
et al. in 2002 [28], a type of product-oriented certification is used to check AUTOBAYES for
simple safety property violations (e.g., safe array bounds, or absence of division by zero). The
presented approach generates the verification conditions to be proven by a theorem prover. This is
accomplished through using a set of rules (i.e. a safety policy) which are obtained by encoding the
safety properties.
Also in 2002, a similar product-oriented certification approach, applied to AUTOFILTER,
was presented by Rosu et al. [14, 16]. In these papers, the authors used term rewriting to check
AUTOFILTER’s functional properties. It is from the ideas of proof-carrying code (PCC) [70]
that the product-oriented approach is derived from. In PCC, which allows for the verification of
properties using a formal proof, a compiler is augmented with certificates of partial correctness of
the object code generated. Related to this is an approach called run-time result-checking [71]. In
this method, rather than checking the correctness of the software system itself, the correctness of a
particular run is checked during runtime.
In later work published in 2004 [37], researchers from the NASA Ames Research Center
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used formal certification, which involves the use of mathematical proofs to show formally that cer-
tain properties of a given program is certified to be correct. Though these proofs are typically not of
much use to the average engineer, it was shown to be possible to use the information contained in
them to produce an easier to use textual justification of correctness. NASA researchers described
an approach to generate textual explanations from automatically generated formal mathematical
proofs of program safety. This was done in the context of ensuring the proofs are in compliance
with an explicit safety policy that can be varied as application varies. These researchers described a
tool which implements this strategy to certify automatically generated code from their AUTOFIL-
TER and AUTOBAYES program synthesis systems [37].
Lastly, in a paper published in 2006 [50], NASA researchers described a generic post-
generation annotation inference algorithm that bypasses some of the problems inherent in certifi-
able code generation. Typically, code generators for realistic application domains have been diffi-
cult to directly verify in practice. In the approach of certifiable code generation, fully automated
program proofs of various safety properties can be obtained from the generator by extending it to
not just generate the program, but also generate logical annotations (i.e., pre- and postconditions
and loop invariants). In practice, however, this is can be challenging to implement and maintain be-
cause of the annotations are cross-cutting concerns at the object-level in the generated code and on
the meta-level in the generator. Another added complication is that the certifiable code generation
approach requires access to the generator sources. The NASA researchers were able to circumvent
these problems by exploiting the highly idiomatic nature of the output of the code generator, thus
patterns could be used to describe all code constructs that required annotations. Though the algo-
rithm used by the NASA researchers is generic, it was shown to work well on the patterns that are
specific to the idioms of the code generator they studied and to the specific safety property shown.
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Their algorithm is based on a pattern matcher and a graph traversal. The pattern matcher is used
to identify instances of the idioms and build a property specific abstracted control flow graph. The
algorithms graph traversal follows the paths from the use nodes backwards to all the corresponding
definitions and annotates the statements along those paths. This approach was illustrated by be-
ing successfully applied to NASA’s AUTOFILTER and AUTOBAYES by automatically certifying




In this work, our goal was to apply Grant’s approach to program synthesis system input/out-
put verification. This chapter gives a brief introduction to this method when applied to a generic
code generator.
3.2 Description of Methods
The method used in this work involves the identification of suitable graphical model repre-
sentations, use of formal specification notation, and availability of associated formal analysis tools.
This approach models the input specifications, the output code, and the relationships between them
using UML CD’s and OCL constraints [26, 27]. The steps of the approach is as follows:
1. Identify key components of the program synthesis system input and output.
2. Identify relationships between its input and output.
3. Identify necessary attributes of the components.
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4. Identify the activity and constraints on the problem.
5. Transform the textual description on the constraints to precise mathematical representa-
tion using a formal specification language.
The mathematical representation of the problem is then analyzed to identify any deficien-
cies. These deficiencies could be: (i) omission, (ii) conflict in constraints, and/or (iii) incomplete
constraints.
A diagram is given below, in Figure 3.1, to describe the overall process of the approach
applied to a code generator, treated as a black box. It is worth noting that if the steps within the
dotted line in Figure 3.1 are conducted, there is no longer a need for regression testing.
Figure 3.1. Diagrammatic representation of approach to demonstrate program correctness.
3.2.1 Code Generator Input and Output Model Development
First, an equation description of all input (i.e., base equations), along with all other inputs,
must be obtained. This can then be used to generate the input CD. Specifically, the comprehensive
input description of a code generator must be obtained. It should be noted that with this approach
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there is no need to know what the program synthesis is doing or how it does it. We just need to
know if it’s doing it correctly. Therefore, it can be treated as a black-box.
Next, the program implementation (i.e., the output code) must be used to generate the
output CD. When generating the output CD with the intention of obtaining a full verification,
every possible category of input should be used to generate all possible categories of classes. This
is because the output CD is meant to be a super set of all possible correct output just as the input
CD should account for all possible meaningful input.
3.2.2 Code Generator Constraints Definition and Formal Specification
It is from the input and output CD’s that the equation (input) and program (output) con-
straints must be identified, respectively. Next, the constraints that tie the input equation to the
program must be identified. This can be constraints on the classes, the attributes of those classes,
the operations of those classes, and on the multiplicities between the classes.
The input constraints, output constraints, and the constraints that connect the input and out-
put are then transformed using formal methods into a formal specification language for a precise,
mathematically rigorous and testable form.
3.2.3 Code Generator Model Analysis
Finally, the verification of input/output must be carried out. In some cases, this can be done
in a semi-automatic fashion by means of an analysis tool. Typically, to do an analysis, both the
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input and output CD are combined to form a comprehensive CD. Lastly, the constraints, written in
a formal specification language, are checked against the CD to identify any errors.
Both the syntactic and semantic constraints expressed in the UML models should be ver-
ified. Typically this can be done through the use of a description of a UML CD model with
constraints written in a formal specification language along with (ii) an object diagram description
for its specification. Then the verification of that object diagram description against the CD model
and constraints can be conducted.
There are three tasks required when checking a code generators input equation specification
against its output code: (i) syntactic checking by inspecting the input specification against the input
model, (ii) syntactic checking by inspecting the output code against the output model, and (iii)
semantic checking by mutual inspecting of the input and output semantic constraints.
Next, in Chapter 4, this methodology is applied to specifically to AUTOBAYES using the
OCL formal specification language and the USE analysis tool.
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4 CASE STUDY: AUTOBAYES CODE
GENERATOR SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss how the general methodology presented in Chapter 3 was ap-
plied to NASA’s code generator, AUTOBAYES, which is used to generate programs for statistical
data analysis. This approach to system correctness verification using UML models of the ex-
pected input/output systems with identified constraints on the input/output and their relationships
was developed by Grant [26, 27]. CDs and OCL constraints were developed for the domain of
AUTOBAYES where a normal distribution (i.e., a Gaussian distribution) of data is assumed.
The diagram from Chapter 3 is given again below, in Figure 4.1, for the readers convenience
as well as to give the overall process of the approach as specifically applied to AUTOBAYES. As
was the case for a generic code generator, there is no need for regression testing when the steps
within the dotted line in Figure 4.1 are conducted.
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Figure 4.1. Diagrammatic representation of approach to demonstrate program correctness applied
to AUTOBAYES.
4.2 AUTOBAYES Input and Output Model Development
First, the key components of AUTOBAYES input and output needed to be identified. The
input CD was obtained through an equation description of all input (i.e., base equations), along
with all other inputs. Specifically, the comprehensive input description of AUTOBAYES needed to
be obtained. It should be noted that with this approach there is no need to know what AUTOBAYES
is doing or how it does it. Again, we just need to know if it’s doing it correctly can safely treat it
as a black-box.
Next, the outputted program code must be used to generate the output CD. When working
on developing the output CD for AUTOBAYES, if a full code generator verification was the goal,
every possible input would have to be used to generate every type of program implementation
possible. However, that was out of the scope of this work, so only a subset of input was used. This
was sufficient for the purposes of this study.
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While the input CD and output CD was being developed, the identification of necessary
attributes and operations of the components was essential to capture a realist picture. Below in
Figure 4.2 two example classes derived for AUTOBAYES’s input are given. Here the Gaussian
class is a gerneralization of the Statistical Model class. In AUTOBAYES, there are many different
models that can be used, but as mentioned earlier, we are only considering the case where a normal
distribution of data is assumed. Therefore, only the Gaussian generalization is included in the input
CD.
Figure 4.2. Examples of classes representing potential input into AUTOBAYES.
Some classes require a large amount of attributes and operations to realistically model a
portion of AUTOBAYES’s output. Below, in Figure 4.3, is given. Here, the Gaussian Model class
is given, in which there needed to be many attributes and operations. Granted, constructing the
input and output CD is a highly creative process, and 10 different researchers could construct 10
different CD’s. However, it is important the the content is fully accounted for.
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Figure 4.3. The Gaussian Model Class of the AUTOBAYES output code.
4.3 AUTOBAYES Constraints Definition and Formal
Specification
It is from the input and output CD’s that the AUTOBAYES’s constraints were identified. An
example of a constraint on the input is
"The n_points attribute of the class Model Parameters must be greater than zero".
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An example of a constraint on the output CD is
"The column size attribute (i.e., col_size) of the Memoized Common Subexpression must be
equal to one".
Next, the constraints that tie the input equations to the programs were identified from the relation-
ships between AUTOBAYES’s input files and output code. An example of a constraint that ties the
input to the output is
"If the equation attribute of the Statistical Model class is equal to ‘x(_)) ~ gauss(mu,
sqrt(sigma_sq))’, then the Normal Distribution class must be used".
After a sufficient amount of constraints on the input, output and the input/output relation-
ship were derived, the textual description of the constraints were transformed into the formal spec-
ification language of OCL. Example of this are
"context ModelParameters inv ModParamSize: self.n_points >= 1",
"context MemoizedCommonSubexpression inv MemoComSubSize: self.col_size = 1",
and
"context StatisticalModel inv StatModNormDist: self.equation = ’x(_) ~ gauss(mu,
sqrt(sigma_sq)).’ implies (self.gaussianModel.normalDistribution->size() = 1"
to match the above given textual descriptions, respectively.
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4.4 AUTOBAYES Model Analysis With the USE Tool
Finally, the verification of input CD, the output CD, their respective associations and con-
straints, as well as the constraints on the relationship between the input and output can be carried
out in a semi-automatic fashion by means of an analysis tool for UML called USE [68]. In USE
both the input and output CD are combined to form a comprehensive CD. Lastly, the OCL con-
straints are input into USE and checked against the CD to identify any errors. The mathematical
representation of the problem (i.e., CDs, associations with their respective multiplicities, and OCL
constraints) is then analyzed to identify any deficiencies. These deficiencies could be: (i) omission,
(ii) conflict in constraints, and/or (iii) incomplete constraints.
USE can be utilized to verify both the syntactic and semantic constraints expressed in the
UML models. USE was originally developed as a PhD project as a UML OCL verifier by applying
Dijksta’s algorithm for proof. It uses (i) a description of a UML CD model with OCL constraints
along with (ii) an object diagram description for its specification (i.e., specifications of instances
of AUTOBAYES’s input and output). USE can then verify that object diagram description against
the CD model and constraints.
There are three tasks required when checking AUTOBAYES’s input equation specification
against its output code: (i) syntactic checking by inspecting the input specification against the
input model, (ii) syntactic checking by inspecting the output code against the output model, and
(iii) semantic checking by mutual inspecting of the input and output semantic constraints.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will first present the results that have been obtained along with the various
challenges and errors that were encountered and how they were overcome and corrected. Secondly,
this chapter will give discussion related to the insights gained from those results. This will include
discussion on whether or not this methodology was successful when applied to a new problem
domain, what was learned in the process, and did this methodology show promise for a broader
applicability for code generators across all problem domains.
These results presented next, for the case study of AUTOBAYES, were obtained by applying
Grant’s approach to system correctness verification using UML models of the expected input/out-
put systems with identified constraints on the input/output and their relationships [26, 27]. CDs
and OCL constraints were developed for the domain of AUTOBAYES for the case where a normal
distribution (i.e., a Gaussian distribution) of data is assumed.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 UML Class Diagrams
The derived CD from the n-dimensional Gaussian equation is given in Figure 5.1. This was
obtained by carefully considering both the possible input when assuming a normal distribution of
data and the structure of a Gaussian equation. This can be seen by comparing the various sections
of the AUTOBAYES input files given in the appendix (i.e., Figures A.1 - A.6) to the input CD.
Figure 5.1. Input CD for AUTOBAYES when a Normal distribution of data is assumed and thus
the Gaussian equation is used.
The output CD is given below in Figure 5.2. This CD derived from the code that was output
from of the considered input options. This CD is quite large, so I will break down each section
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into smaller "sub-class diagrams or sub-CDs and describe various aspects of them over the next
few pages.
Figure 5.2. Output CD.
A sub-CD for the section of the output CD that gives all of the possible Matrices that
can be produced in the output code from AUTOBAYES is given below in Figure 5.3. Each of the
various classes listed here as a generalization of a the Matrix class represent important variables
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(row_size=1, col_size=1), vectors (row_size=n, col_size=1) and matrices (row_size=n, col_size=m)
to the output code.
Figure 5.3. Output CD - Matrices.
The Normal Distributions and Transformation are given below in Figure 5.4. Due to both
time restrictions and that more work is not needed for a the proof-of-concept work presented in
this thesis, only output for normal distributions with a 1D Gaussian and transformations on 1D
Gaussians were considered for the constraint and USE analysis.
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Figure 5.4. Output CD - Normal Distribution and Transformations.
The next sub-CD given a zoomed in view of the Gaussian Model Class along with the Dec-
laration and Initialization classes. Also, the Retval class is used to represent the "retval" construct
given in each output code. Here retval stands for "return value" and it stores and returns the values
of interest at the end of the calculations present in the code.
Figure 5.5. Output CD - Gaussian and Retval.
Next, the Discrete EM-algorithm Class is focused upon. This appears in the code when
a mixture of Gaussians or multivarient Gaussians are used in the AUTOBAYES input files (e.g.,
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Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6). When present in the code, this is made up of an initialization phase, a
hidden variable extraction, and a convergence phase.
Figure 5.6. Output CD - Discrete EM.
First, the Initialization Phase Class of the Discrete EM-algorithm Class is given below in
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Figure 5.7. Here the code for both the random initialization of center values and the calculation for
local distributions were present.
Figure 5.7. Output CD - Initialization Phase.
Second, the Hidden Variable Extraction class representing it’s respective phase in the code
is given below in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8. Output CD - Hidden Variable Extraction.
Lastly, the Convergence Phase Class is focused on below in Figure 5.9. In the code, the
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convergence phase consists of checking the input, a pre loop setup and finally the main body of the
actual computational section of the code, the EM-Loop.
Figure 5.9. Output CD - Convergence Phase.
The EM Loop is made up of an Expectation Step (the "E" in "EM"), a Maximization Step
(the "M" in "EM"), and when finished with an iteration, storing the current values of relevant
variables as "old" values, later used to test convergence. A zoomed in construction of the CD
centered on the EM-Loop class is given below in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. Output CD - EM Loop.
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First, the Assign Current To Old class will be focused on, given below in Figure 5.11. In
this part, the sub-output CD for where the code stores the current values and labels them as old
values for comparison against later is given. This gives a list for each of the possible values of
interest that can be stored for later use.
Figure 5.11. Output CD - Current To Old.
Next, the Maximization Step Class is zoomed in on below in Figure 5.12. Here both the
Mean and the Standard Deviation is adjusted each iteration. The Class Probability is also Maxi-
mized.
Figure 5.12. Output CD - Maximization Step.
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Lastly, the Expectation Step class is focused upon below in Figure 5.13. In the code, the
Expectation Step is made up of an initialization and update loop, a section in which the differences
between the current and old values of values of interest are calculated, and if the log-likelihood
pragma was specified, the log-likelihood will be calculated.
Figure 5.13. Output CD - Expectation Step.
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5.2.2 Constraints
The next step was to define the constraint statements for the input CD, the output CD,
and the relationship between them. Using domain knowledge, along with the input and output
CD models, the necessary relationships between input and output can be specified. Several of the
written out constraints that were developed for the input CD, the output CD, and the relationship
between them are given bellow in Table 5.1. For a full list of example constraints reference the
appendix (i.e., Table A.1 for the input CD, Table A.2 for the output CD, and Table A.3 for the
constraints on the relationship between them). Several of these constraints, as well as others,
were then transformed using formal methods into the formal specification language OCL for the
validation step described below. It is worth noting, that because of time restrictions and since the
scope of this work is a proof-of-concept, only output for normal distributions with a 1D Gaussian
and transformations on 1D Gaussians were considered for the constraints that were put into OCL
and inputted to USE for analysis. All of the OCL constraints are included in the appendix in Listing
A.4.
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Table 5.1. A FEW OF THE CONSTRAINTS DEVELOPED FOR THE INPUT, OUTPUT, AND
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THEM.
Number Constraint
Input
1 IF Variance is used in ClassParameters, StandardDeviation is not used and vise versa.
2 IF Variance is used in Denominator, StandardDeviation is not used and vise versa.
3 IF Variance is used in Coefficient, StandardDeviation is not used and vise versa.
4 ModelParameters.n_classes > 0
5 ModelParameters.n_variables > 0
6 ModelParameters.n_points > 0
7 Mean.name must be specified.
8 Mean.row_size > 0 and Mean.col_size > 0
9 Variance.name must be specified.
10 Variance.row_size = Variance.col_size = 1.
11 InputData.name must be specified.
Output
1 Variance.row_size = 1 AND Variance.col_size = 1
2 IF NormalDistribution is used THEN Mean.row_size = Mean.col_size = 1
3 IF Transformations is used THEN Mean.row_size = Mean.col_size = 1
4 IF NormalDistribution is used THEN Transformations is NOT used.
5 IF Transformations is used THEN NormalDistribution is NOT used.
6 The value of variance must always be > 0
7 There must always be a Declaration and an Initialization in the output code.
8 MemoizedCommonSubexpression.col_size = 1
In-Out
1 IF StatisticalModel.name = gauss AND sqrt() is used in the StatisticalModel.equation
(e.g., gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq))), THEN the Variance class must be used.
2 IF StatisticalModel.equation = ‘x(_)) ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq))’
THEN the NormalDistribution class must be used.
3 Input Mean.row_size must equal output Mean.row_size AND input Mean.col_size
must equal output Mean.col_size.
4 Input Variance.row_size must equal output Variance.row_size AND
input Variance.col_size must equal output Variance.col_size.
5 The input InputData.name must equal the output InputData.name.
6 The input Mean.name must equal the output Mean.name.
7 The input Variance.name must equal the output Variance.name.
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5.2.3 USE Analysis
Lastly USE was utilized to verify program correctness. In order to do this, the CD given
in Figure 5.1 was used, along with the CD for the output, given in Figure 5.2, the constraints on
the input, the constraints on the output, and the constraints on the relationships between them. The
CDs, along with the constraints had to be converted to the USE format. Then, both syntactic and
semantic checking was automatically conducted from the inputted USE file.
Each of my Class Invariants (OCL constraints) from the USE input were shown to be
satisfied in the checks against the inputted model. This USE tool output is shown below in Figure
5.14. To see the full listing of the USE tool input file, which contains the classes, the associations
between them, and the OCL constraints, see Listing A.4 in the appendix. However, there are
several relevant snippets included here for pedagogical purposes.
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Figure 5.14. The USE Class Invariant View.
Below, in Figure 5.15, the generated CD from USE is given. It was constructed by com-
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bining relevant portions of the input CD and output CD along with the relationships between the
input and output CD. Note, that only a subset of the output CD diagram is used, since that is all is
needed for the proof-of-concept work presented in this thesis.
Figure 5.15. The USE class diagram.
Next, the output of the first seven iterations of running the USE model validator are given.
The user interface screens, initial configurations, and any changes to the configurations to over-
come any errors are given in the appendix in Figures A.7 - A.17. The first iteration was a dry run,
i.e., a run just using the default configurations. The output warnings and errors from that iteration
are given below in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16. Iteration 1, "Dry run", output.
The second iteration came about after changing the configuration to successfully correct
the error related to the Pragma class. The output from that run is given below in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17. Iteration 2 output after applying the the Pragma class fix.
Next, in iteration 3, the configuration change that fixed the error associated with the Pragma
class was applied all classes that had the option of having zero objects in their CD multiplicities
(e.g., 0..1 or 0..*). The output that came after those changes is given below in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.18. Iteration 3 output after fixing all the object counts in the configuration.
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In iteration 4, the option of having a zero object count for the Goal class added to overcome
the error message given in Figure 5.18. The new error after this fix is given below in Figure 5.19.
Figure 5.19. Iteration 4 output.
Similar to iteration 4, in iteration 5, the configuration was modified to allow for a zero
object count for mean to overcome the error message given in Figure 5.19. The new error after this
fix is given below in Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.20. Iteration 5 output.
Next, in iteration 6, the Min. Object Quantity for the Gaussian class was set to 0, this
corrected the error message given above in Figure 5.20. After this change a new error was produced
and is given below in Figure 5.21.
Figure 5.21. Iteration 6 output.
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For the seventh iteration, the configuration in Classes and Associations was again modified
to overcome this error. This was accomplished by allowing the validator to test with a zero object
quantity minimum for the GaussianModel class. This fixed the error, given above in Figure 5.21,
and produced the the output given below in Figure 5.22.
Figure 5.22. Iteration 7 output.
5.3 Discussion
In this section, the results will be discussed along with key learning experiences and the
potential benefits of this this work.
The development of the input CD had gone through several iterations, each time a deeper
and fuller understanding of the process of this methodology was obtained. It is my hope that this
CD, along with the AUTOBAYES input files given in the appendix in Figures A.1 - A.6, others will
have the examples they need to apply this method to other code generators.
The development of the output CD proved to be significantly more intricate and complex
than the previous application of this methodology to AUTOFILTER due to both the large amount
of generated code for a given input, and the large variation in the outputted code based on small
changes to the input. The output code is given in the appendix in Listings A.2 - A.2. This proved to
be an excellent learning opportunity, since it required careful reading through the output code and
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careful consideration on correct and efficient representation of code sections with classes in the
CD. Through this work, ideas on automation of the output CD development from outputted code
have made themselves apparent. This could save future users of this methodology a significant
amount of time.
The process of designing each of the constraints listed in Table A.1 for the input CD, Table
A.2 for the output CD, and Table A.3 for the constraints on the relationship between them in
the appendix as well as the full list of constraints that were transformed into OCL and included
at the end of the USE input file given in the appendix, Listing A.4 was highly successfully and
educational. One of the best advantages of formal methods is that is forces the user to think
deeply about the system under study. This was certainly the case, and it brought about multiple
revisions to the input and output CD’s. This process displayed in the work presented in this thesis
serves as a great proof-of-concept of the usefulness of formal specification languages when a deep
understanding of a system is needed and a high degree of confidence is required (e.g., in safety-
critical systems).
For the USE tool for analysis of the model, though it successfully tested all of the class
invariant and the constraints were satisfied in the model, it was not able to be successfully utilized
for full validation of a given configuration for the input and output at this time. However, the
developed model with the classes, associations, and constraints can be of use for others to test a
specific configurations. It should be noted that obtaining a validated configuration, the objectives
of this work was still met (i) it was shown that this methodology is extensible beyond the state
estimation domain (ii) and a practical example of the use of formal methods was given. Though
we have yet to get a fully validated configuration, this portion of the project has been an excellent
learning experience. This is true for both generating input (i.e., constructing one CD from and input
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and output CD, determining multiplicities, and writing the developed constraints in the format
needed for USE input), and for running the various analysis capabilities present in USE (i.e.,
the Class Invariant tester and the model validation against a specific configuration). This ground
work will be useful for both my own potential future work as well as other students using Grant’s
procedure for verification of program synthesis systems.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
Over the years, there have been great advances in the area of program synthesis and it has
been shown to have many advantageous uses [2–6, 6–12]. However, certifying the correctness of
the generated code from the input specifications can be a difficult procedure. Therefore, much work
has been devoted to this by NASA [14,16,28–59] in the context of their program synthesis systems,
AUTOFILTER [14–18] and AUTOBAYES [1, 19–25]. The approach presented by Grant et al. in col-
laboration with NASA researchers contributed to this effort for AUTOFILTER [26,27] providing an
automatically generated verification. This approach uses domain-specific graphical meta-models
of the expected input/output systems with identified constraints on the input/output and their re-
lationships which allows for a rigorous analysis of these constraints against specific instances of
input/output using mathematical expressions [26,27]. However, this verification procedure had not
yet been applied to AUTOBAYES. In the work presented in this paper, Grant’s approach is applied
to AUTOBAYES and initial results have been obtained. The CD representing the input specifica-
tion for the case in which a normal distribution of data is assumed was successfully obtained. In
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this case, the n-dimensional Gaussian equation is used, where n is the number of dimensions of
the data considered. The output CD was successfully derived from several instances of outputted
code from running AUTOBAYES on multiple input files. Constraints on the input CD, output CD,
and the relationship between the input and output were developed. Several of these constraints
were then transformed into OCL and input into USE for analysis, along with the relevant classes
from the input and output CDs. The constraints were found to satisfy the model. Unfortunately,
a configuration that could be fully validated was not obtained due to time limitations and the high
level of complexity of AUTOBAYES. Though AUTOBAYES was shown to be far more complex then
initially thought, the success of applying Grant’s approach to AUTOBAYES, shows the potential
that it is ready to be applied to a wide variety of domains. One of our main research goals was to
investigate the applicability of Grant’s approach to other domains, e.g. in the safety-critical system
domain, which is especially relevant for NASA and an interesting future direction for us.
6.2 Future Work
There are several future directions of this work. The most natural being to determine a
configuration that can be fully validated. Another future direction after that would be to complete
a full analysis of AUTOBAYES all possible input and output, allowing for all the mentioned input
equations in Table 2.1 and the mixture of those inputs. Though this would be a highly time intensive
task, it may be useful depending on if AUTOBAYES sees a resurgence of use in the future.
Another direction would be to work on methods to fully automate this process. By far, the
most time intensive part of this work, was developing the input and output CD’s. Now that I have
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gone through the process manually for both the input and output CD development, several ideas
have came up. The transformation the output code into a CD should be quite straight forward, and
there are even some tools currently available that may be able to help with that, the development
of an input CD from a general program synthesis system from its specification documentation is a
non-trivial, creative task. However, with the recent advancements in Machine Learning, it may be
possible to capitalize on these advances to derive either a starting input CD or even a complete CD
from the specification documents.
Lastly, since this work produced an updated description of the program correctness verifi-
cation methodology based on lessons learned from its application in the AUTOFILTER case study,
this method may be now applied to other domains. It would be of great interest to us to validate
the extension of this to safety critical systems. If successful, this research can have broad impacts
reaching beyond the AUTOFILTER and AUTOBAYES domains and may be applied to other program
synthesis systems and even adapted to non-program synthesis systems. One well known domain,
in which the use of a strategy like the one presented in this thesis could prove advantageous, is in
a system similar to the Boeing 737 MAX MCAS avionic system.
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A APPENDICES
A.1 AUTOBAYES Input Files
This section of the appendices will give all of the AUTOBAYES input files used in this work.
Each of these files aided in the derivation of the of the input CD. AUTOBAYES input files all must
end in ".ab".
Figure A.1. The simplest input file that assumes a normal distribution of data.
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Figure A.2. A slight modification to the input file in Figure A.1 in which a square-normal transfor-
mation was used.
Figure A.3. A slight modification to the input file in Figure A.1 in which a log-normal transforma-
tion was used.
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Figure A.4. An input file in which a basic clustering example is given with a mixture of Gaussians.
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Figure A.5. An input file in which a more complex clustering example is given with a multivariate
mixture of Gaussians.
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Figure A.6. The input file used as an example in [1] designed to be used with the Fisher Iris flower
multivariate data set.
A.2 AUTOBAYES Output C++ Code
In this section the programs generated by invoking AUTOBAYES on each of the above listed
input files are given. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the code was always generated for use with
the OCTAVE environment, which can be seen in each the code listing below, rather than for the
MATLABT M environment. Each of the output files given below from AUTOBAYES end with a ".cc"
extension. The reason this code is included here in the appendix of this thesis is to aid in the
understanding of reader. The reader is encouraged to make connections between these output files




3 // Code file generated by AutoBayes V0.9.9
4 // AutoBayes(c) 2008-2011 United States Government as represented by
5 // the Administrator of NASA. AutoBayes is distributed under the NASA
6 // Open Source Agreement (NOSA), version 1.3. See AutoBayes license for
7 // details.
8 // Problem: Normal Distributed Data
















25 // Octave Function: normal
26 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
27
28 DEFUN_DLD(normal,input_args ,output_args ,




33 if (input_args.length () != 1 || output_args != 2 ){





38 //-- Input declarations ----------------------------------------------------
39
40 // GIVEN DATA POINTS
41 octave_value arg_x = input_args(0);
42 if (!arg_x.is_real_matrix() || arg_x.columns() != 1){
43 gripe_wrong_type_arg("x", (const std::string &)"ColumnVector expected");
44 return retval;
45 }
46 ColumnVector x = (ColumnVector)(arg_x.vector_value());
47
48 //-- Constant declarations -------------------------------------------------
49
50 // NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
51 int n = arg_x.rows();
52
53 //-- Output declarations ---------------------------------------------------
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54
55 // UNKNOWN MEAN
56 double mu;
57 // UNKNOWN VARIANCE
58 double sigma_sq;
59
60 //-- Local declarations ----------------------------------------------------
61
62 // Summation accumulator





68 // Summation accumulator






75 // The conditional probability pr(x | {mu,sigma_sq}) is under the
76 // dependencies given in the model equivalent to
77 //
78 // prod([pv0 := 0 .. -1 + n], pr(x(pv0) | {mu,sigma_sq}))
79 //
80 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by the
81 // respective probability density function given in the model. This yields
82 // the log-likelihood function
83 //
84 // log(prod([pv0 := 0 .. -1 + n],
85 // exp(-1 / 2 * (x(pv0) - mu) ** 2 / (sigma_sq ** (1 / 2)) ** 2)
*
86 // (1 / (sqrt(2 * pi) * sigma_sq ** (1 / 2)))))
87 //
88 // which can be simplified to
89 //
90 // -1 / 2 * n * log(2) + -1 / 2 * n * log(pi) + -1 / 2 * n * log(sigma_sq)
+
91 // -1 / 2 * sigma_sq ** -1 *
92 // sum([pv0 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv0)) ** 2)
93 //
94 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and sigma_sq
.
95 //
96 // The summands
97 //
98 // -1 / 2 * n * log(2)
99 // -1 / 2 * n * log(pi)
100 //
101 // are constant with respect to the goal variables mu and sigma_sq and can
102 // thus be ignored for maximization.
103 //
104 // The factor
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105 //
106 // 1 / 2
107 //
108 // is non-negative and constant with respect to the goal variables mu and
109 // sigma_sq and can thus be ignored for maximization.
110 //
111 // The function
112 //
113 // -1 * n * log(sigma_sq) +
114 // -1 * sigma_sq ** -1 * sum([pv0 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv0)) **
2)
115 //
116 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and sigma_sq.
117 // The partial differentials
118 //
119 // df / d_mu ==
120 // -2 * mu * n * sigma_sq ** -1 +
121 // 2 * sigma_sq ** -1 * sum([pv0 := 0 .. -1 + n], x(pv0))
122 // df / d_sigma_sq ==
123 // -1 * n * sigma_sq ** -1 +
124 // sigma_sq ** -2 * sum([pv0 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv0)) ** 2)
125 //
126 // are set to zero; these equations yield the solutions
127 //
128 // mu ==
129 // cond(0 == n, fail(division_by_zero),
130 // n ** -1 * sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], x(pv1)))
131 // sigma_sq ==
132 // cond(0 == n, fail(division_by_zero),
133 // n ** -1 * sum([pv2 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv2)) ** 2))
134 //
135 if ( 0 == n )
136 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
137 else
138 {
139 pv3 = 0.0;
140 for( pv1 = 0;pv1 <= n - 1;pv1++ )
141 pv3 += x(pv1);
142 mu = pv3 / (double)(n);
143 }
144 if ( 0 == n )
145 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
146 else
147 {
148 pv5 = 0.0;
149 for( pv2 = 0;pv2 <= n - 1;pv2++ )
150 pv5 += (x(pv2) - mu) * (x(pv2) - mu);




155 retval(0) = mu;





160 //-- End of code
---------------------------------------------------------------
Listing A.1. The C++ code AUTOBAYES generated from the input file given in Figure A.1.
1
2 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 // Code file generated by AutoBayes V0.9.9
4 // AutoBayes(c) 2008-2011 United States Government as represented by
5 // the Administrator of NASA. AutoBayes is distributed under the NASA
6 // Open Source Agreement (NOSA), version 1.3. See AutoBayes license for
7 // details.
8 // Problem: SQUARE-NORMAL MODEL
















25 // Octave Function: square_normal
26 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
27
28 DEFUN_DLD(square_normal ,input_args ,output_args ,




33 if (input_args.length () != 1 || output_args != 2 ){





38 //-- Input declarations ----------------------------------------------------
39
40 // CURRENT DATA POINTS (KNOWN)
41 octave_value arg_x = input_args(0);
42 if (!arg_x.is_real_matrix() || arg_x.columns() != 1){




46 ColumnVector x = (ColumnVector)(arg_x.vector_value());
47
48 //-- Constant declarations -------------------------------------------------
49
50 // NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
51 int n = arg_x.rows();
52
53 //-- Output declarations ---------------------------------------------------
54
55 // UNKNOWN MEAN
56 double mu;
57 // UNKNOWN VARIANCE
58 double sigma_sq;
59
60 //-- Local declarations ----------------------------------------------------
61
62 // Memoized common subexpression
63 // x(pv2) ** 2
64 ColumnVector pv4(n);
65
66 // Summation accumulator
67 // sum([pv2 := 0 .. -1 + n], pv4(pv2))
68 double pv7;
69
70 // Loop variable
71 int pv2;
72
73 // Summation accumulator






80 // The conditional probability pr(x | {mu,sigma_sq}) is under the
81 // dependencies given in the model equivalent to
82 //
83 // prod([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], pr(x(pv1) | {mu,sigma_sq}))
84 //
85 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by the
86 // respective probability density function given in the model. This yields
87 // the log-likelihood function
88 //
89 // log(prod([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n],
90 // abs(deriv(x(pv1) ** 2, x(pv1))) *
91 // exp(-1 / 2 * (x(pv1) ** 2 - mu) ** 2 /
92 // (sigma_sq ** (1 / 2)) ** 2) *
93 // (1 / (sqrt(2 * pi) * sigma_sq ** (1 / 2)))))
94 //
95 // which can be simplified to
96 //
97 // -1 / 2 * n * log(2) + -1 / 2 * n * log(pi) + -1 / 2 * n * log(sigma_sq)
+
98 // -1 / 2 * sigma_sq ** -1 *
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99 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv1) ** 2) ** 2) +
100 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], log(abs(2 * x(pv1))))
101 //
102 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and sigma_sq
.
103 //
104 // The summands
105 //
106 // -1 / 2 * n * log(2)
107 // -1 / 2 * n * log(pi)
108 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], log(abs(2 * x(pv1))))
109 //
110 // are constant with respect to the goal variables mu and sigma_sq and can
111 // thus be ignored for maximization.
112 //
113 // The factor
114 //
115 // 1 / 2
116 //
117 // is non-negative and constant with respect to the goal variables mu and
118 // sigma_sq and can thus be ignored for maximization.
119 //
120 // The function
121 //
122 // -1 * n * log(sigma_sq) +
123 // -1 * sigma_sq ** -1 *
124 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv1) ** 2) ** 2)
125 //
126 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and sigma_sq.
127 // The partial differentials
128 //
129 // df / d_mu ==
130 // -2 * mu * n * sigma_sq ** -1 +
131 // 2 * sigma_sq ** -1 * sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], x(pv1) ** 2)
132 // df / d_sigma_sq ==
133 // -1 * n * sigma_sq ** -1 +
134 // sigma_sq ** -2 *
135 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + x(pv1) ** 2) ** 2)
136 //
137 // are set to zero; these equations yield the solutions
138 //
139 // mu ==
140 // cond(0 == n, fail(division_by_zero),
141 // n ** -1 * sum([pv2 := 0 .. -1 + n], x(pv2) ** 2))
142 // sigma_sq ==
143 // cond(0 == n, fail(division_by_zero),




147 // Initialization of common subexpression
148 for( pv2 = 0;pv2 <= n - 1;pv2++ )
149 pv4(pv2) = x(pv2) * x(pv2);
150
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151 if ( 0 == n )
152 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
153 else
154 {
155 pv7 = 0.0;
156 for( pv2 = 0;pv2 <= n - 1;pv2++ )
157 pv7 += pv4(pv2);
158 mu = pv7 * ((double)(1) / (double)(n));
159 }
160 if ( 0 == n )
161 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
162 else
163 {
164 pv8 = 0.0;
165 for( pv3 = 0;pv3 <= n - 1;pv3++ )
166 pv8 += (pv4(pv3) - mu) * (pv4(pv3) - mu);




171 retval(0) = mu;




176 //-- End of code
---------------------------------------------------------------
Listing A.2. The C++ code AUTOBAYES generated from the input file given in Figure A.2.
1
2 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 // Code file generated by AutoBayes V0.9.9
4 // AutoBayes(c) 2008-2011 United States Government as represented by
5 // the Administrator of NASA. AutoBayes is distributed under the NASA
6 // Open Source Agreement (NOSA), version 1.3. See AutoBayes license for
7 // details.
8 // Problem: lOG-NORMAL MODEL

















25 // Octave Function: log_normal
26 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
27
28 DEFUN_DLD(log_normal ,input_args ,output_args ,




33 if (input_args.length () != 1 || output_args != 2 ){





38 //-- Input declarations ----------------------------------------------------
39
40 // CURRENT DATA POINTS (KNOWN)
41 octave_value arg_x = input_args(0);
42 if (!arg_x.is_real_matrix() || arg_x.columns() != 1){
43 gripe_wrong_type_arg("x", (const std::string &)"ColumnVector expected");
44 return retval;
45 }
46 ColumnVector x = (ColumnVector)(arg_x.vector_value());
47
48 //-- Constant declarations -------------------------------------------------
49
50 // NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
51 int n = arg_x.rows();
52
53 //-- Output declarations ---------------------------------------------------
54
55 // UNKNOWN MEAN
56 double mu;
57 // UNKNOWN VARIANCE
58 double sigma_sq;
59
60 //-- Local declarations ----------------------------------------------------
61




66 // Summation accumulator
67 // sum([pv2 := 0 .. -1 + n], pv4(pv2))
68 double pv7;
69
70 // Loop variable
71 int pv2;
72
73 // Summation accumulator







80 // The conditional probability pr(x | {mu,sigma_sq}) is under the
81 // dependencies given in the model equivalent to
82 //
83 // prod([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], pr(x(pv1) | {mu,sigma_sq}))
84 //
85 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by the
86 // respective probability density function given in the model. This yields
87 // the log-likelihood function
88 //
89 // log(prod([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n],
90 // abs(deriv(log(x(pv1)), x(pv1))) *
91 // exp(-1 / 2 * (log(x(pv1)) - mu) ** 2 /
92 // (sigma_sq ** (1 / 2)) ** 2) *
93 // (1 / (sqrt(2 * pi) * sigma_sq ** (1 / 2)))))
94 //
95 // which can be simplified to
96 //
97 // -1 / 2 * n * log(2) + -1 / 2 * n * log(pi) + -1 / 2 * n * log(sigma_sq)
+
98 // -1 / 2 * sigma_sq ** -1 *
99 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + log(x(pv1))) ** 2) +
100 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], log(abs(x(pv1) ** -1)))
101 //
102 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and sigma_sq
.
103 //
104 // The summands
105 //
106 // -1 / 2 * n * log(2)
107 // -1 / 2 * n * log(pi)
108 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], log(abs(x(pv1) ** -1)))
109 //
110 // are constant with respect to the goal variables mu and sigma_sq and can
111 // thus be ignored for maximization.
112 //
113 // The factor
114 //
115 // 1 / 2
116 //
117 // is non-negative and constant with respect to the goal variables mu and
118 // sigma_sq and can thus be ignored for maximization.
119 //
120 // The function
121 //
122 // -1 * n * log(sigma_sq) +
123 // -1 * sigma_sq ** -1 *
124 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + log(x(pv1))) ** 2)
125 //
126 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and sigma_sq.
127 // The partial differentials
128 //
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129 // df / d_mu ==
130 // -2 * mu * n * sigma_sq ** -1 +
131 // 2 * sigma_sq ** -1 * sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], log(x(pv1)))
132 // df / d_sigma_sq ==
133 // -1 * n * sigma_sq ** -1 +
134 // sigma_sq ** -2 *
135 // sum([pv1 := 0 .. -1 + n], (-1 * mu + log(x(pv1))) ** 2)
136 //
137 // are set to zero; these equations yield the solutions
138 //
139 // mu ==
140 // cond(0 == n, fail(division_by_zero),
141 // n ** -1 * sum([pv2 := 0 .. -1 + n], log(x(pv2))))
142 // sigma_sq ==
143 // cond(0 == n, fail(division_by_zero),




147 // Initialization of common subexpression
148 for( pv2 = 0;pv2 <= n - 1;pv2++ )
149 pv4(pv2) = safelog(x(pv2));
150
151 if ( 0 == n )
152 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
153 else
154 {
155 pv7 = 0.0;
156 for( pv2 = 0;pv2 <= n - 1;pv2++ )
157 pv7 += pv4(pv2);
158 mu = pv7 * ((double)(1) / (double)(n));
159 }
160 if ( 0 == n )
161 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
162 else
163 {
164 pv8 = 0.0;
165 for( pv3 = 0;pv3 <= n - 1;pv3++ )
166 pv8 += (pv4(pv3) - mu) * (pv4(pv3) - mu);




171 retval(0) = mu;




176 //-- End of code
---------------------------------------------------------------




3 // Code file generated by AutoBayes V0.9.9
4 // AutoBayes(c) 2008-2011 United States Government as represented by
5 // the Administrator of NASA. AutoBayes is distributed under the NASA
6 // Open Source Agreement (NOSA), version 1.3. See AutoBayes license for
7 // details.
8 // Problem: MIXTURE OF GAUSSIANS
















25 // Octave Function: mog
26 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
27
28 DEFUN_DLD(mog,input_args ,output_args ,
29 "usage: [vector c,vector mu,vector phi,vector sigma] = mog(int




33 if (input_args.length () != 4 || output_args != 4 ){
34 octave_stdout << "usage: [vector c,vector mu,vector phi,vector sigma] =




38 //-- Input declarations ----------------------------------------------------
39
40 // NUMBER OF CLASSES
41 octave_value arg_n_classes = input_args(0);
42 if (!arg_n_classes.is_real_scalar()){
43 gripe_wrong_type_arg("n_classes", (const std::string &)"int expected");
44 return retval;
45 }
46 int n_classes = (int)(arg_n_classes.int_value());
47
48 octave_value arg_x = input_args(1);
49 if (!arg_x.is_real_matrix() || arg_x.columns() != 1){




53 ColumnVector x = (ColumnVector)(arg_x.vector_value());
54
55 // Iteration tolerance for convergence loop
56 octave_value arg_tolerance = input_args(2);
57 if (!arg_tolerance.is_real_scalar()){
58 gripe_wrong_type_arg("tolerance", (const std::string &)"double expected");
59 return retval;
60 }
61 double tolerance = (double)(arg_tolerance.double_value());
62
63 // maximal number of iterations
64 octave_value arg_maxiteration = input_args(3);
65 if (!arg_maxiteration.is_real_scalar()){
66 gripe_wrong_type_arg("maxiteration", (const std::string &)"int expected");
67 return retval;
68 }
69 int maxiteration = (int)(arg_maxiteration.int_value());
70
71 //-- Constant declarations -------------------------------------------------
72
73 // NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
74 int n_points = arg_x.rows();
75
76 //-- Output declarations ---------------------------------------------------
77
78 // CLASS ASSIGNMENT VECTOR
79 ColumnVector c(n_points);
80
81 // COLUMN VECTOR OF MEANS
82 ColumnVector mu(n_classes);
83
84 // CLASS PROBABILITY VECTOR.
85 ColumnVector phi(n_classes);
86




91 //-- Local declarations ----------------------------------------------------
92
93 // Label: label0
94 // class membership table used in Discrete EM-algorithm
95 Matrix q(n_points, n_classes);
96
97 // local centers used for center-based initialization
98 Matrix center(n_classes , 1);
99
100 // Random index of data point
101 int pick;
102
103 // Loop variable
104 int pv53;
105




109 // Lagrange -multiplier
110 double l;
111
112 // Loop variable
113 int pv32;
114
115 // Loop variable
116 int pv11;
117
118 // Loop variable
119 int pv22;
120
121 // Common subexpression
122 // sum([pv37 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv37, pv32))
123 double pv40;
124
125 // Memoized common subexpression
126 // exp(-1 / 2 * (x(pv11) - mu(pv42)) ** 2 / sigma(pv42) ** 2) * phi(pv42)
*
127 // (1 / (sigma(pv42) * sqrt(2 * pi)))
128 ColumnVector pv44(n_classes);
129
130 // Common subexpression
131 // sum([pv41 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], pv44(pv41))
132 double pv46;
133
134 // Loop variable
135 int pv42;
136
137 // Loop variable
138 int pv61;
139
140 // Summation accumulator
141 // sum([pv54 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],





















162 // sum up the Diffs
163 double pv67;
164
165 // Summation accumulator





171 // Summation accumulator





177 // Summation accumulator





183 // Summation accumulator
184 // sum([pv38 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],





190 // Summation accumulator







198 // Summation accumulator
199 // sum([pv69 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],






205 // Summation accumulator
206 // sum([pv68 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
207 // abs(mu(pv68) - muold(pv68)) / (abs(mu(pv68)) + abs(muold(pv68))))
208 double pv82;
209
210 // Summation accumulator
211 // sum([pv70 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
212 // abs(sigma(pv70) - sigmaold(pv70)) /
75





218 // Argmax index
219 int pv85;
220
221 // Argmax value
222 double pv86;
223
224 // Argmax temporary
225 double pv87;
226
227 // Argmax loop index
228 int pv64;
229
230 // Check constraints on inputs
231 ab_assert( 0 < n_classes );
232 ab_assert( 10 * n_classes < n_points );
233 ab_assert( 0 < n_points );
234
235 // Label: label1
236 // Label: label2
237 // Label: label4
238 // Discrete EM-algorithm
239 //
240 // The model describes a discrete latent (or hidden) variable problem with
241 // the latent variable c and the data variable x. The problem to optimize
242 // the conditional probability pr(x | {mu,phi,sigma}) w.r.t. the variables
243 // mu, phi, and sigma can thus be solved by an application of the (discrete)
244 // EM-algorithm.
245 // The algorithm maintains as central data structure a class membership
246 // table q (see "label0") such that q(pv11,pv47) is the probability that
247 // data point pv11 belongs to class pv47, i.e.,
248 //
249 // q(pv11, pv47) == pr([c(pv11) == pv47])
250 //
251 // The algorithm consists of an initialization phase for q (see "label2"),
252 // followed by a convergence phase (see "label5"), followed by the




257 // The initialization is center-based, i.e., for each class (i.e., value of
258 // the hidden variable c) a center value center is chosen first
259 // (see "label4"). Then, the values for the local distribution are
260 // calculated as distances between the data points and these center values
261 // (see "label7").
262 //
263 // Random initialization of the centers center with data points;
264 // note that a data point can be picked as center more than once.
265 for( pv51 = 0;pv51 <= n_classes - 1;pv51++ )
266 {
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267 pick = uniform_int_rnd(n_points - 1);
268 center(pv51, 0) = x(pick);
269 }
270 // Label: label7
271 for( pv11 = 0;pv11 <= n_points - 1;pv11++ )
272 for( pv53 = 0;pv53 <= n_classes - 1;pv53++ )
273 {
274 pv66 = 0.0;
275 for( pv54 = 0;pv54 <= n_classes - 1;pv54++ )
276 pv66 += sqrt((center(pv54, 0) - x(pv11)) *
277 (center(pv54, 0) - x(pv11)));
278 q(pv11, pv53) = sqrt((center(pv53, 0) - x(pv11)) *
279 (center(pv53, 0) - x(pv11))) / pv66;
280 }
281
282 // Label: label5
283 // EM-loop
284 //
285 // The EM-loop iterates two steps, expectation (or E-Step) (see "label8"),
286 // and maximization (or M-Step) (see "label9"); however, due to the form of
287 // the initialization used here, the are ordered the other way around. The
288 // loop runs until convergence in the values of the variables mu, phi, and
289 // sigma is achieved.
290 //
291 // Tolerance value must be positive
292 ab_assert( tolerance > 0 );
293 // max nr of iterations must be positive
294 ab_assert( maxiteration > 0 );
295 loopcounter = 0;
296 // repeat at least once
297 pv67 = tolerance;
298 while( ((loopcounter < maxiteration) && (pv67 >= tolerance)) )
299 {
300 loopcounter = 1 + loopcounter;
301 if ( loopcounter > 1 )
302 {
303 // assign current values to old values
304 for( pv56 = 0;pv56 <= n_classes - 1;pv56++ )
305 muold(pv56) = mu(pv56);
306 // assign current values to old values
307 for( pv57 = 0;pv57 <= n_classes - 1;pv57++ )
308 phiold(pv57) = phi(pv57);
309 // assign current values to old values
310 for( pv58 = 0;pv58 <= n_classes - 1;pv58++ )





316 // Label: label9
317 // Label: label3
318 // M-Step
319 //
320 // Decomposition I
77
321 //
322 // The problem to optimize the conditional probability pr({c,x} |
323 // {mu,phi,sigma}) w.r.t. the variables mu, phi, and sigma can under the
324 // given dependencies by Bayes rule be decomposed into two independent
325 // subproblems:
326 //
327 // max pr(c | phi) for phi
328 // max pr(x | {c,mu,sigma}) for {mu,sigma}
329 //
330 //
331 // The conditional probability pr(c | phi) is under the dependencies
332 // given in the model equivalent to
333 //
334 // prod([pv15 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], pr(c(pv15) | phi))
335 //
336 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by
337 // the respective probability density function given in the model.
338 // Summing out the expected variable c(pv11) yields the log-likelihood
339 // function
340 //
341 // sum_domain([pv11 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
342 // [pv16 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], [c(pv11)], q(pv11, pv16),
343 // log(prod([pv15 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], phi(c(pv15)))))
344 //
345 // which can be simplified to
346 //
347 // sum([pv16 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
348 // log(phi(pv16)) *
349 // sum([pv15 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv15, pv16)))
350 //
351 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variable phi.
352 //
353 // The expression
354 //
355 // sum([pv16 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
356 // log(phi(pv16)) *
357 // sum([pv15 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv15, pv16)))
358 //
359 // is maximized w.r.t. the variable phi under the constraint
360 //
361 // 0 == -1 + sum([pv21 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], phi(pv21))
362 //
363 // using the Lagrange -multiplier l.
364 l = (double)(n_points);
365 for( pv22 = 0;pv22 <= n_classes - 1;pv22++ )




370 // is constant with respect to the goal variable phi(pv22) and can
371 // thus be ignored for maximization.
372 //
373 // The function
374 //
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375 // -1 * l * sum([pv21 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], phi(pv21)) +
376 // sum([pv16 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
377 // log(phi(pv16)) *
378 // sum([pv15 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv15, pv16)))
379 //
380 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variable phi(pv22).
381 // The differential
382 //
383 // -1 * l +
384 // phi(pv22) ** -1 * sum([pv15 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv15, pv22
))
385 //
386 // is set to zero; this equation yields the solution
387 //
388 // l ** -1 * sum([pv24 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv24, pv22))
389 //
390 {
391 pv73 = 0.0;
392 for( pv24 = 0;pv24 <= n_points - 1;pv24++ )
393 pv73 += q(pv24, pv22);
394 phi(pv22) = pv73 / l;
395 }
396
397 // The conditional probability pr(x | {c,mu,sigma}) is under the
398 // dependencies given in the model equivalent to
399 //
400 // prod([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], pr(x(pv28) | {c(pv28),mu,sigma})
)
401 //
402 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by
403 // the respective probability density function given in the model.
404 // Summing out the expected variable c(pv11) yields the log-likelihood
405 // function
406 //
407 // sum_domain([pv11 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
408 // [pv29 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], [c(pv11)], q(pv11, pv29),
409 // log(prod([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
410 // exp(-1 / 2 * (x(pv28) - mu(c(pv28))) ** 2 /
411 // sigma(c(pv28)) ** 2) *
412 // (1 / (sigma(c(pv28)) * sqrt(2 * pi))))))
413 //
414 // which can be simplified to
415 //
416 // -1 *
417 // sum([pv29 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
418 // log(sigma(pv29)) *
419 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv28, pv29))) +
420 // -1 / 2 * n_points * log(2) + -1 / 2 * n_points * log(pi) +
421 // -1 / 2 *
422 // sum([pv29 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
423 // sigma(pv29) ** -2 *
424 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
425 // (-1 * mu(pv29) + x(pv28)) ** 2 * q(pv28, pv29)))
426 //
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427 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and
428 // sigma.
429 //
430 // The summands
431 //
432 // -1 / 2 * n_points * log(2)
433 // -1 / 2 * n_points * log(pi)
434 //
435 // are constant with respect to the goal variables mu and sigma and can
436 // thus be ignored for maximization.
437 //
438 // Index decomposition
439 //
440 // The function
441 //
442 // -1 *
443 // sum([pv29 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
444 // log(sigma(pv29)) *
445 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv28, pv29))) +
446 // -1 / 2 *
447 // sum([pv29 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
448 // sigma(pv29) ** -2 *
449 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
450 // (-1 * mu(pv29) + x(pv28)) ** 2 * q(pv28, pv29)))
451 //
452 // can be optimized w.r.t. the variables mu(pv32) and sigma(pv32)
453 // element by element (i.e., along the index variable pv32) because
454 // there are no dependencies along that dimension.
455 for( pv32 = 0;pv32 <= n_classes - 1;pv32++ )




460 // is non-negative and constant with respect to the goal variables
461 // mu(pv32) and sigma(pv32) and can thus be ignored for maximization.
462 //
463 // The function
464 //
465 // -1 * log(sigma(pv32)) *
466 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv28, pv32)) +
467 // -1 / 2 * sigma(pv32) ** -2 *
468 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
469 // (-1 * mu(pv32) + x(pv28)) ** 2 * q(pv28, pv32))
470 //
471 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variables mu(pv32)
472 // and sigma(pv32). The partial differentials
473 //
474 // df / d_mu(pvar(32)) ==
475 // -1 * mu(pv32) * sigma(pv32) ** -2 *
476 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv28, pv32)) +
477 // sigma(pv32) ** -2 *
478 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], x(pv28) * q(pv28, pv32))
479 // df / d_sigma(pvar(32)) ==
480 // -1 * sigma(pv32) ** -1 *
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481 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv28, pv32)) +
482 // sigma(pv32) ** -3 *
483 // sum([pv28 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
484 // (-1 * mu(pv32) + x(pv28)) ** 2 * q(pv28, pv32))
485 //
486 // are set to zero; these equations yield the solutions
487 //
488 // mu(pv32) ==
489 // cond(0 == sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv32)),
490 // fail(division_by_zero),
491 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv35, pv32)) ** -1 *
492 // sum([pv36 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], x(pv36) * q(pv36, pv32))
)
493 // sigma(pv32) ==
494 // cond(0 == sum([pv37 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv37, pv32)),
495 // fail(division_by_zero),
496 // sum([pv38 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
497 // (-1 * mu(pv32) + x(pv38)) ** 2 * q(pv38, pv32)) **
498 // (1 / 2) *
499 // sum([pv39 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv39, pv32)) **
500 // (-1 / 2))
501 //
502 {
503 // Initialization of common subexpression
504 pv74 = 0.0;
505 for( pv37 = 0;pv37 <= n_points - 1;pv37++ )
506 pv74 += q(pv37, pv32);
507 pv40 = pv74;
508
509 if ( 0 == pv40 )
510 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
511 else
512 {
513 pv75 = 0.0;
514 for( pv36 = 0;pv36 <= n_points - 1;pv36++ )
515 pv75 += x(pv36) * q(pv36, pv32);
516 mu(pv32) = pv75 * ((double)(1) / pv40);
517 }
518 if ( 0 == pv40 )
519 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
520 else
521 {
522 pv76 = 0.0;
523 for( pv38 = 0;pv38 <= n_points - 1;pv38++ )
524 pv76 += (x(pv38) - mu(pv32)) * (x(pv38) - mu(pv32)) *
525 q(pv38, pv32);
526 sigma(pv32) = sqrt(pv76) * ((double)(1) / sqrt(pv40));
527 }
528 }
529 // Label: label8
530 // E-Step
531 // Update the current values of the class membership table q.
532 for( pv11 = 0;pv11 <= n_points - 1;pv11++ )
533 {
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534 // Initialization of common subexpression
535 for( pv42 = 0;pv42 <= n_classes - 1;pv42++ )
536 pv44(pv42) = exp(-0.5 * (x(pv11) - mu(pv42)) *
537 (x(pv11) - mu(pv42)) /
538 (sigma(pv42) * sigma(pv42))) * phi(pv42) *
539 ((double)(1) /
540 (sigma(pv42) * sqrt(M_PI * (double)(2))));
541
542 pv81 = 0.0;
543 for( pv41 = 0;pv41 <= n_classes - 1;pv41++ )
544 pv81 += pv44(pv41);
545 pv46 = pv81;
546 for( pv61 = 0;pv61 <= n_classes - 1;pv61++ )
547 // The denominator pv46 can become zero due to round-off errors.
548 // In that case, each class is considered to be equally likely.
549 if ( pv46 == 0.0 )
550 q(pv11, pv61) = (double)(1) / (double)(n_classes);
551 else
552 q(pv11, pv61) = pv44(pv61) / pv46;
553 }
554 if ( loopcounter > 1 )
555 {
556 pv82 = 0.0;
557 for( pv68 = 0;pv68 <= n_classes - 1;pv68++ )
558 pv82 += abs(mu(pv68) - muold(pv68)) /
559 (abs(mu(pv68)) + abs(muold(pv68)));
560
561 pv83 = 0.0;
562 for( pv69 = 0;pv69 <= n_classes - 1;pv69++ )
563 pv83 += abs(phi(pv69) - phiold(pv69)) /
564 (abs(phi(pv69)) + abs(phiold(pv69)));
565
566 pv84 = 0.0;
567 for( pv70 = 0;pv70 <= n_classes - 1;pv70++ )
568 pv84 += abs(sigma(pv70) - sigmaold(pv70)) /
569 (abs(sigma(pv70)) + abs(sigmaold(pv70)));





575 // Label: label6
576 // Extract the most likely values of the hidden variable c(pv11) from the
577 // class membership table q.
578 for( pv11 = 0;pv11 <= n_points - 1;pv11++ )
579 {
580 // Determine the position of the maximum with in the range
581 // 0
582 // ...
583 // -1 + n_classes
584 // by iterating over this range and calculating the value at each point
585 // (argmax).
586 //
587 // Argmax loop
82
588 for( pv64 = 0;pv64 <= n_classes - 1;pv64++ )
589 {
590 pv87 = q(pv11, pv64);
591 if ( ((pv64 == 0) || (pv87 > pv86)) )
592 // Save new maximum
593 {
594 pv86 = pv87;









604 retval(0) = c;
605 retval(1) = mu;
606 retval(2) = phi;




611 //-- End of code
---------------------------------------------------------------
Listing A.4. The C++ code AUTOBAYES generated from the input file given in Figure A.4.
1
2 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 // Code file generated by AutoBayes V0.9.9
4 // AutoBayes(c) 2008-2011 United States Government as represented by
5 // the Administrator of NASA. AutoBayes is distributed under the NASA
6 // Open Source Agreement (NOSA), version 1.3. See AutoBayes license for
7 // details.
8 // Problem: SIMPLE MULTIVARIATE CLUSTERING MODEL








17 // -pragma em_log_likelihood_convergence=true
18 // mult_cluster.ab









27 // Octave Function: mult_cluster
28 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
29
30 DEFUN_DLD(mult_cluster ,input_args ,output_args ,
31 "usage: [vector class_assignment ,matrix mu,vector phi,matrix sigma,
double loglikelihood ,vector errors] = mult_cluster(int n_classes ,matrix




35 if (input_args.length () != 4 || output_args != 6 ){
36 octave_stdout << "usage: [vector class_assignment ,matrix mu,vector phi,
matrix sigma,double loglikelihood ,vector errors] = mult_cluster(int




40 //-- Input declarations ----------------------------------------------------
41
42 // NUMBER OF CLASSES
43 octave_value arg_n_classes = input_args(0);
44 if (!arg_n_classes.is_real_scalar()){
45 gripe_wrong_type_arg("n_classes", (const std::string &)"int expected");
46 return retval;
47 }
48 int n_classes = (int)(arg_n_classes.int_value());
49
50 octave_value arg_sim_data = input_args(1);
51 if (!arg_sim_data.is_real_matrix()){
52 gripe_wrong_type_arg("sim_data", (const std::string &)"Matrix expected");
53 return retval;
54 }
55 Matrix sim_data = (Matrix)(arg_sim_data.matrix_value());
56
57 // Iteration tolerance for convergence loop
58 octave_value arg_tolerance = input_args(2);
59 if (!arg_tolerance.is_real_scalar()){
60 gripe_wrong_type_arg("tolerance", (const std::string &)"double expected");
61 return retval;
62 }
63 double tolerance = (double)(arg_tolerance.double_value());
64
65 // maximal number of iterations
66 octave_value arg_maxiteration = input_args(3);
67 if (!arg_maxiteration.is_real_scalar()){
68 gripe_wrong_type_arg("maxiteration", (const std::string &)"int expected");
69 return retval;
70 }
71 int maxiteration = (int)(arg_maxiteration.int_value());
72
73 //-- Constant declarations -------------------------------------------------
74
75 // NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
84
76 int n_points = arg_sim_data.columns();
77
78 // NUMBER OF VARIABLES
79 int n_variables = arg_sim_data.rows();
80
81 //-- Output declarations ---------------------------------------------------
82
83 // HIDDEN VARIABLE
84 ColumnVector class_assignment(n_points);
85
86 // COLUMN VECTOR OF MEANS
87 Matrix mu(n_variables , n_classes);
88
89 // CLASS PROBABILITY VECTOR.
90 ColumnVector phi(n_classes);
91
92 // COLUMN VECTOR OF STD DEVS
93 Matrix sigma(n_variables , n_classes);
94
95 // log likelihood
96 double loglikelihood;




101 //-- Local declarations ----------------------------------------------------
102
103 // Label: label0
104 // class membership table used in Discrete EM-algorithm
105 Matrix q(n_points, n_classes);
106
107 // local centers used for center-based initialization
108 Matrix center(n_classes , n_variables);
109
110 // Random index of data point
111 int pick;
112
113 // Loop variable
114 int pv74;
115
116 // Loop variable
117 int pv71;
118
119 // Loop variable
120 int pv72;
121
122 // Lagrange -multiplier
123 double l;
124
125 // Loop variable
126 int pv43;
127




131 // Loop variable
132 int pv14;
133
134 // Loop variable
135 int pv25;
136
137 // Common subexpression
138 // sum([pv50 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv50, pv44))
139 double pv53;
140
141 // Memoized common subexpression
142 // phi(pv57) *
143 // prod([pv54 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
144 // exp(-1 / 2 * (sim_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) ** 2 /
145 // sigma(pv54, pv57) ** 2) *
146 // (1 / (sqrt(2 * pi) * sigma(pv54, pv57))))
147 ColumnVector pv59(n_classes);
148
149 // Common subexpression
150 // sum([pv56 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], pv59(pv56))
151 double pv61;
152
153 // Loop variable
154 int pv57;
155





161 // Summation accumulator
162 // sum([pv76 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], sqrt(pv87))
163 double pv88;
164
165 // Summation accumulator
166 // sum([pv75 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],





172 // Summation accumulator
173 // sum([pv77 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],











184 // sum up the Diffs
185 double pv90;
186
187 // Summation accumulator





193 // Summation accumulator





199 // Summation accumulator





205 // Summation accumulator
206 // sum([pv51 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],





212 // Product accumulator
213 // sum([pv54 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
214 // exp(-1 / 2 * (sim_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) ** 2 /
215 // sigma(pv54, pv57) ** 2) *





221 // Summation accumulator





227 // Summation accumulator
228 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], log(phi(pv19)) * pv109)
229 double pv110;
230
231 // Summation accumulator
232 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], pv104 * pv105)
233 double pv106;
234
235 // Summation accumulator
236 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points , pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],




240 // Summation accumulator
241 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables], log(sigma(pv33, pv35)))
242 double pv104;
243
244 // Summation accumulator
245 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv35))
246 double pv105;
247
248 // Summation accumulator
249 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
250 // (-1 * mu(pv33, pv35) + sim_data(pv33, pv34)) ** 2 *
251 // sigma(pv33, pv35) ** -2)
252 double pv107;
253
254 // Summation accumulator
255 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19))
256 double pv109;
257
258 // Argmax index
259 int pv111;
260
261 // Argmax value
262 double pv112;
263
264 // Argmax temporary
265 double pv113;
266





272 // Summation accumulator
273 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], log(phi(pv19)) * pv119)
274 double pv120;
275
276 // Summation accumulator
277 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], pv114 * pv115)
278 double pv116;
279
280 // Summation accumulator
281 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points , pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],





287 // Summation accumulator
288 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables], log(sigma(pv33, pv35)))
289 double pv114;
290
291 // Summation accumulator
88





297 // Summation accumulator
298 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
299 // (-1 * mu(pv33, pv35) + sim_data(pv33, pv34)) ** 2 *





305 // Summation accumulator





311 // Check constraints on inputs
312 ab_assert( 0 < n_classes );
313 ab_assert( 10 * n_classes < n_points );
314
315 // Label: label0
316 // Label: label0
317 // Label: label0
318 // Discrete EM-algorithm
319 //
320 // The model describes a discrete latent (or hidden) variable problem with
321 // the latent variable class_assignment and the data variable sim_data. The
322 // problem to optimize the conditional probability pr(sim_data |
323 // {mu,phi,sigma}) w.r.t. the variables mu, phi, and sigma can thus be
324 // solved by an application of the (discrete) EM-algorithm.
325 // The algorithm maintains as central data structure a class membership
326 // table q (see "label0") such that q(pv14,pv67) is the probability that
327 // data point pv14 belongs to class pv67, i.e.,
328 //
329 // q(pv14, pv67) == pr([class_assignment(pv14) == pv67])
330 //
331 // The algorithm consists of an initialization phase for q (see "label0"),
332 // followed by a convergence phase (see "label0"), followed by the




337 // The initialization is center-based, i.e., for each class (i.e., value of
338 // the hidden variable class_assignment) a center value center is chosen
339 // first (see "label0"). Then, the values for the local distribution are
340 // calculated as distances between the data points and these center values
341 // (see "label0").
342 //
343 // Random initialization of the centers center with data points;
344 // note that a data point can be picked as center more than once.
345 for( pv71 = 0;pv71 <= n_classes - 1;pv71++ )
89
346 {
347 pick = uniform_int_rnd(n_points - 1);
348 for( pv72 = 0;pv72 <= n_variables - 1;pv72++ )
349 center(pv71, pv72) = sim_data(pv72, pick);
350 }
351 // Label: label0
352 for( pv14 = 0;pv14 <= n_points - 1;pv14++ )
353 for( pv74 = 0;pv74 <= n_classes - 1;pv74++ )
354 {
355 pv86 = 0.0;
356 for( pv75 = 0;pv75 <= n_variables - 1;pv75++ )
357 pv86 += (center(pv74, pv75) - sim_data(pv75, pv14)) *
358 (center(pv74, pv75) - sim_data(pv75, pv14));
359
360 pv88 = 0.0;
361 for( pv76 = 0;pv76 <= n_classes - 1;pv76++ )
362 {
363 pv87 = 0.0;
364 for( pv77 = 0;pv77 <= n_variables - 1;pv77++ )
365 pv87 += (center(pv76, pv77) - sim_data(pv77, pv14)) *
366 (center(pv76, pv77) - sim_data(pv77, pv14));
367 pv88 += sqrt(pv87);
368 }
369 q(pv14, pv74) = sqrt(pv86) / pv88;
370 }
371 // resize vector to maximal size
372 errors.resize(1000);
373 // initialize convergence output
374 for( loopcounter = 0;loopcounter <= 999;loopcounter++ )
375 errors(loopcounter) = 0;
376 // Tolerance value must be positive
377 ab_assert( tolerance > 0 );
378 // max nr of iterations must be positive
379 ab_assert( maxiteration > 0 );
380 loopcounter = 0;
381 // repeat at least once
382 pv90 = tolerance;
383 while( ((loopcounter < maxiteration) && (pv90 >= tolerance)) )
384 {
385 loopcounter = 1 + loopcounter;
386 if ( loopcounter > 1 )
387 // assign current values to old values




392 // Label: label0
393 // Label: label0
394 // M-Step
395 //
396 // Decomposition I
397 //
398 // The problem to optimize the conditional probability
399 // pr({class_assignment ,sim_data} | {mu,phi,sigma}) w.r.t. the variables
90
400 // mu, phi, and sigma can under the given dependencies by Bayes rule be
401 // decomposed into two independent subproblems:
402 //
403 // max pr(class_assignment | phi) for phi
404 // max pr(sim_data | {class_assignment ,mu,sigma}) for {mu,sigma}
405 //
406 //
407 // The conditional probability pr(class_assignment | phi) is under the
408 // dependencies given in the model equivalent to
409 //
410 // prod([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], pr(class_assignment(pv18) | phi)
)
411 //
412 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by
413 // the respective probability density function given in the model.
414 // Summing out the expected variable class_assignment(pv14) yields the
415 // log-likelihood function
416 //
417 // sum_domain([pv14 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
418 // [pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], [class_assignment(pv14)],
419 // q(pv14, pv19),
420 // log(prod([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
421 // phi(class_assignment(pv18)))))
422 //
423 // which can be simplified to
424 //
425 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
426 // log(phi(pv19)) *
427 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19)))
428 //
429 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variable phi.
430 //
431 // The expression
432 //
433 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
434 // log(phi(pv19)) *
435 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19)))
436 //
437 // is maximized w.r.t. the variable phi under the constraint
438 //
439 // 0 == -1 + sum([pv24 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], phi(pv24))
440 //
441 // using the Lagrange -multiplier l.
442 l = (double)(n_points);
443 for( pv25 = 0;pv25 <= n_classes - 1;pv25++ )




448 // is constant with respect to the goal variable phi(pv25) and can
449 // thus be ignored for maximization.
450 //
451 // The function
452 //
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453 // -1 * l * sum([pv24 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], phi(pv24)) +
454 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
455 // log(phi(pv19)) *
456 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19)))
457 //
458 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variable phi(pv25).
459 // The differential
460 //
461 // -1 * l +
462 // phi(pv25) ** -1 * sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv25
))
463 //
464 // is set to zero; this equation yields the solution
465 //
466 // l ** -1 * sum([pv27 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv27, pv25))
467 //
468 {
469 pv93 = 0.0;
470 for( pv27 = 0;pv27 <= n_points - 1;pv27++ )
471 pv93 += q(pv27, pv25);
472 phi(pv25) = pv93 / l;
473 }
474
475 // The conditional probability pr(sim_data |
476 // {class_assignment ,mu,sigma}) is under the dependencies given in the
477 // model equivalent to
478 //
479 // prod([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables , pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
480 // pr(sim_data(pv33,pv34) | {class_assignment(pv34),mu(pv33,*),
sigma(pv33,*)}))
481 //
482 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by
483 // the respective probability density function given in the model.
484 // Summing out the expected variable class_assignment(pv14) yields the
485 // log-likelihood function
486 //
487 // sum_domain([pv14 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
488 // [pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], [class_assignment(pv14)],
489 // q(pv14, pv35),
490 // log(prod([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables ,
491 // pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
492 // exp(-1 / 2 *
493 // (sim_data(pv33, pv34) -
494 // mu(pv33, class_assignment(pv34))) ** 2 /
495 // sigma(pv33, class_assignment(pv34)) ** 2)
*
496 // (1 /
497 // (sqrt(2 * pi) *
498 // sigma(pv33, class_assignment(pv34)))))))
499 //
500 // which can be simplified to
501 //
502 // -1 *
503 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
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504 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables], log(sigma(pv33, pv35))) *
505 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv35))) +
506 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(2) +
507 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(pi) +
508 // -1 / 2 *
509 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points , pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
510 // q(pv34, pv35) *
511 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
512 // (-1 * mu(pv33, pv35) + sim_data(pv33, pv34)) ** 2 *
513 // sigma(pv33, pv35) ** -2))
514 //
515 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and
516 // sigma.
517 //
518 // The summands
519 //
520 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(2)
521 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(pi)
522 //
523 // are constant with respect to the goal variables mu and sigma and can
524 // thus be ignored for maximization.
525 //
526 // Index decomposition
527 //
528 // The function
529 //
530 // -1 *
531 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
532 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables], log(sigma(pv33, pv35))) *
533 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv35))) +
534 // -1 / 2 *
535 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points , pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
536 // q(pv34, pv35) *
537 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
538 // (-1 * mu(pv33, pv35) + sim_data(pv33, pv34)) ** 2 *
539 // sigma(pv33, pv35) ** -2))
540 //
541 // can be optimized w.r.t. the variables mu(pv43,pv44) and
542 // sigma(pv43,pv44) element by element (i.e., along the index variables
543 // pv43 and pv44) because there are no dependencies along thats
544 // dimensions.
545 for( pv43 = 0;pv43 <= n_variables - 1;pv43++ )
546 for( pv44 = 0;pv44 <= n_classes - 1;pv44++ )




551 // is non-negative and constant with respect to the goal variables
552 // mu(pv43,pv44) and sigma(pv43,pv44) and can thus be ignored for
553 // maximization.
554 //
555 // The function
556 //
557 // -1 * n_variables * log(sigma(pv43, pv44)) *
93
558 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv44)) +
559 // -1 / 2 * n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -2 *
560 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
561 // (-1 * mu(pv43, pv44) + sim_data(pv43, pv34)) ** 2 *
562 // q(pv34, pv44))
563 //
564 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variables
565 // mu(pv43,pv44) and sigma(pv43,pv44). The partial differentials
566 //
567 // df / d_mu(pvar(43),pvar(44)) ==
568 // -1 * n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -2 * mu(pv43, pv44) *
569 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv44)) +
570 // n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -2 *
571 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
572 // q(pv34, pv44) * sim_data(pv43, pv34))
573 // df / d_sigma(pvar(43),pvar(44)) ==
574 // -1 * n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -1 *
575 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv44)) +
576 // n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -3 *
577 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
578 // (-1 * mu(pv43, pv44) + sim_data(pv43, pv34)) ** 2 *
579 // q(pv34, pv44))
580 //
581 // are set to zero; these equations yield the solutions
582 //
583 // mu(pv43, pv44) ==
584 // cond(0 == n_variables or
585 // 0 == sum([pv47 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv47, pv44)),
586 // fail(division_by_zero),
587 // sum([pv48 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv48, pv44)) ** -1 *
588 // sum([pv49 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
589 // q(pv49, pv44) * sim_data(pv43, pv49)))
590 // sigma(pv43, pv44) ==
591 // cond(0 == n_variables or
592 // 0 == sum([pv50 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv50, pv44)),
593 // fail(division_by_zero),
594 // abs(n_variables) * n_variables ** -1 *
595 // sum([pv51 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
596 // (-1 * mu(pv43, pv44) + sim_data(pv43, pv51)) ** 2 *
597 // q(pv51, pv44)) ** (1 / 2) *
598 // sum([pv52 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv52, pv44)) **
599 // (-1 / 2))
600 //
601 {
602 // Initialization of common subexpression
603 pv94 = 0.0;
604 for( pv50 = 0;pv50 <= n_points - 1;pv50++ )
605 pv94 += q(pv50, pv44);
606 pv53 = pv94;
607
608 if ( ((0 == n_variables) || (0 == pv53)) )




612 pv95 = 0.0;
613 for( pv49 = 0;pv49 <= n_points - 1;pv49++ )
614 pv95 += q(pv49, pv44) * sim_data(pv43, pv49);
615 mu(pv43, pv44) = pv95 * ((double)(1) / pv53);
616 }
617 if ( ((0 == n_variables) || (0 == pv53)) )
618 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
619 else
620 {
621 pv96 = 0.0;
622 for( pv51 = 0;pv51 <= n_points - 1;pv51++ )
623 pv96 += (sim_data(pv43, pv51) - mu(pv43, pv44)) *
624 (sim_data(pv43, pv51) - mu(pv43, pv44)) *
625 q(pv51, pv44);
626 sigma(pv43, pv44) = abs(n_variables) * sqrt(pv96) *
627 ((double)(1) / (double)(n_variables)) *
628 ((double)(1) / sqrt(pv53));
629 }
630 }
631 // Label: label0
632 // E-Step
633 // Update the current values of the class membership table q.
634 for( pv14 = 0;pv14 <= n_points - 1;pv14++ )
635 {
636 // Initialization of common subexpression
637 for( pv57 = 0;pv57 <= n_classes - 1;pv57++ )
638 {
639 pv102 = 1.0;
640 for( pv54 = 0;pv54 <= n_variables - 1;pv54++ )
641 pv102 *= exp(-0.5 * (sim_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) *
642 (sim_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) /
643 (sigma(pv54, pv57) * sigma(pv54, pv57))) *
644 ((double)(1) /
645 (sqrt(M_PI * (double)(2)) * sigma(pv54, pv57)));
646 pv59(pv57) = phi(pv57) * pv102;
647 }
648
649 pv103 = 0.0;
650 for( pv56 = 0;pv56 <= n_classes - 1;pv56++ )
651 pv103 += pv59(pv56);
652 pv61 = pv103;
653 for( pv81 = 0;pv81 <= n_classes - 1;pv81++ )
654 // The denominator pv61 can become zero due to round-off errors.
655 // In that case, each class is considered to be equally likely.
656 if ( pv61 == 0.0 )
657 q(pv14, pv81) = (double)(1) / (double)(n_classes);
658 else
659 q(pv14, pv81) = pv59(pv81) / pv61;
660 }
661
662 // Calculate the Log-likelihood as a convergence measure
663 pv106 = 0.0;
664 for( pv35 = 0;pv35 <= n_classes - 1;pv35++ )
665 {
95
666 pv104 = 0.0;
667 for( pv33 = 0;pv33 <= n_variables - 1;pv33++ )
668 pv104 += safelog(sigma(pv33, pv35));
669
670 pv105 = 0.0;
671 for( pv34 = 0;pv34 <= n_points - 1;pv34++ )
672 pv105 += q(pv34, pv35);
673 pv106 += pv104 * pv105;
674 }
675
676 pv108 = 0.0;
677 for( pv34 = 0;pv34 <= n_points - 1;pv34++ )
678 for( pv35 = 0;pv35 <= n_classes - 1;pv35++ )
679 {
680 pv107 = 0.0;
681 for( pv33 = 0;pv33 <= n_variables - 1;pv33++ )
682 pv107 += (sim_data(pv33, pv34) - mu(pv33, pv35)) *
683 (sim_data(pv33, pv34) - mu(pv33, pv35)) /
684 (sigma(pv33, pv35) * sigma(pv33, pv35));
685 pv108 += pv107 * q(pv34, pv35);
686 }
687
688 pv110 = 0.0;
689 for( pv19 = 0;pv19 <= n_classes - 1;pv19++ )
690 {
691 pv109 = 0.0;
692 for( pv18 = 0;pv18 <= n_points - 1;pv18++ )
693 pv109 += q(pv18, pv19);
694 pv110 += pv109 * safelog(phi(pv19));
695 }
696 loglikelihood = -0.5 *
697 (n_points * n_variables *
698 (safelog(2) + safelog(M_PI)) + pv108) + pv110 -
699 pv106;
700 if ( loopcounter > 1 )
701 {
702 pv90 = abs(loglikelihood - pv89) / (abs(loglikelihood) + abs(pv89));
703
704 if ( loopcounter <= 1000 )
705 // collect convergence info
706 errors(loopcounter - 2) = pv90;
707 else
708 ;






715 // Label: label0
716 // Extract the most likely values of the hidden variable
717 // class_assignment(pv14) from the class membership table q.
718 for( pv14 = 0;pv14 <= n_points - 1;pv14++ )
719 {
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720 // Determine the position of the maximum with in the range
721 // 0
722 // ...
723 // -1 + n_classes
724 // by iterating over this range and calculating the value at each point
725 // (argmax).
726 //
727 // Argmax loop
728 for( pv84 = 0;pv84 <= n_classes - 1;pv84++ )
729 {
730 pv113 = q(pv14, pv84);
731 if ( ((pv84 == 0) || (pv113 > pv112)) )
732 // Save new maximum
733 {
734 pv112 = pv113;





740 class_assignment(pv14) = pv111;
741 }
742
743 // Calculation of Log-likelihood
744 pv116 = 0.0;
745 for( pv35 = 0;pv35 <= n_classes - 1;pv35++ )
746 {
747 pv114 = 0.0;
748 for( pv33 = 0;pv33 <= n_variables - 1;pv33++ )
749 pv114 += safelog(sigma(pv33, pv35));
750
751 pv115 = 0.0;
752 for( pv34 = 0;pv34 <= n_points - 1;pv34++ )
753 pv115 += q(pv34, pv35);
754 pv116 += pv114 * pv115;
755 }
756
757 pv118 = 0.0;
758 for( pv34 = 0;pv34 <= n_points - 1;pv34++ )
759 for( pv35 = 0;pv35 <= n_classes - 1;pv35++ )
760 {
761 pv117 = 0.0;
762 for( pv33 = 0;pv33 <= n_variables - 1;pv33++ )
763 pv117 += (sim_data(pv33, pv34) - mu(pv33, pv35)) *
764 (sim_data(pv33, pv34) - mu(pv33, pv35)) /
765 (sigma(pv33, pv35) * sigma(pv33, pv35));
766 pv118 += pv117 * q(pv34, pv35);
767 }
768
769 pv120 = 0.0;
770 for( pv19 = 0;pv19 <= n_classes - 1;pv19++ )
771 {
772 pv119 = 0.0;
773 for( pv18 = 0;pv18 <= n_points - 1;pv18++ )
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774 pv119 += q(pv18, pv19);
775 pv120 += pv119 * safelog(phi(pv19));
776 }
777 loglikelihood = -0.5 *
778 (n_points * n_variables * (safelog(2) + safelog(M_PI)) +
779 pv118) + pv120 - pv116;
780
781 retval.resize(6);
782 retval(0) = class_assignment;
783 retval(1) = mu;
784 retval(2) = phi;
785 retval(3) = sigma;
786 retval(4) = loglikelihood;




791 //-- End of code
---------------------------------------------------------------
Listing A.5. The C++ code AUTOBAYES generated from the input file given in Figure A.5.
1
2 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 // Code file generated by AutoBayes V0.9.9
4 // AutoBayes(c) 2008-2011 United States Government as represented by
5 // the Administrator of NASA. AutoBayes is distributed under the NASA
6 // Open Source Agreement (NOSA), version 1.3. See AutoBayes license for
7 // details.
8 // Problem: SIMPLE MULTIVARIATE CLUSTERING MODEL FOR CLASSICAL IRIS FLOWER
9 // EXAMPLE
















26 // Octave Function: iris
27 //----------------------------------------------------------------------------
28
29 DEFUN_DLD(iris,input_args ,output_args ,
30 "usage: [vector class_assignment ,matrix mu,vector phi,matrix sigma,






34 if (input_args.length () != 4 || output_args != 5 ){
35 octave_stdout << "usage: [vector class_assignment ,matrix mu,vector phi,





39 //-- Input declarations ----------------------------------------------------
40
41 octave_value arg_iris_data = input_args(0);
42 if (!arg_iris_data.is_real_matrix()){
43 gripe_wrong_type_arg("iris_data", (const std::string &)"Matrix expected");
44 return retval;
45 }
46 Matrix iris_data = (Matrix)(arg_iris_data.matrix_value());
47
48 // NUMBER OF CLASSES
49 octave_value arg_n_classes = input_args(1);
50 if (!arg_n_classes.is_real_scalar()){
51 gripe_wrong_type_arg("n_classes", (const std::string &)"int expected");
52 return retval;
53 }
54 int n_classes = (int)(arg_n_classes.int_value());
55
56 // Iteration tolerance for convergence loop
57 octave_value arg_tolerance = input_args(2);
58 if (!arg_tolerance.is_real_scalar()){
59 gripe_wrong_type_arg("tolerance", (const std::string &)"double expected");
60 return retval;
61 }
62 double tolerance = (double)(arg_tolerance.double_value());
63
64 // maximal number of iterations
65 octave_value arg_maxiteration = input_args(3);
66 if (!arg_maxiteration.is_real_scalar()){
67 gripe_wrong_type_arg("maxiteration", (const std::string &)"int expected");
68 return retval;
69 }
70 int maxiteration = (int)(arg_maxiteration.int_value());
71
72 //-- Constant declarations -------------------------------------------------
73
74 // NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
75 int n_points = arg_iris_data.columns();
76
77 // NUMBER OF FEATURES
78 int n_variables = arg_iris_data.rows();
79
80 //-- Output declarations ---------------------------------------------------
81
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82 // CLASS OF EACH POINT
83 ColumnVector class_assignment(n_points);
84
85 // MATRIX OF MEANS
86 Matrix mu(n_variables , n_classes);
87
88 // CLASS PROBABILITY VECTOR.
89 ColumnVector phi(n_classes);
90
91 // MATRIX OF STD DEVS
92 Matrix sigma(n_variables , n_classes);
93




98 //-- Local declarations ----------------------------------------------------
99
100 // Label: label0
101 // class membership table used in Discrete EM-algorithm
102 Matrix q(n_points, n_classes);
103
104 // local centers used for center-based initialization
105 Matrix center(n_classes , n_variables);
106
107 // Random index of data point
108 int pick;
109
110 // Loop variable
111 int pv69;
112
113 // Loop variable
114 int pv66;
115
116 // Loop variable
117 int pv67;
118
119 // Lagrange -multiplier
120 double l;
121
122 // Loop variable
123 int pv43;
124
125 // Loop variable
126 int pv44;
127
128 // Loop variable
129 int pv14;
130
131 // Loop variable
132 int pv25;
133
134 // Common subexpression




138 // Memoized common subexpression
139 // phi(pv57) *
140 // prod([pv54 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
141 // exp(-1 / 2 * (iris_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) ** 2 /
142 // sigma(pv54, pv57) ** 2) *
143 // (1 / (sqrt(2 * pi) * sigma(pv54, pv57))))
144 ColumnVector pv59(n_classes);
145
146 // Common subexpression
147 // sum([pv56 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], pv59(pv56))
148 double pv61;
149
150 // Loop variable
151 int pv57;
152





158 // Summation accumulator
159 // sum([pv71 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], sqrt(pv87))
160 double pv88;
161
162 // Summation accumulator
163 // sum([pv70 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],





169 // Summation accumulator
170 // sum([pv72 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],






















192 // convergence loop counter
193 int loopcounter;
194
195 // sum up the Diffs
196 double pv89;
197
198 // Summation accumulator





204 // Summation accumulator





210 // Summation accumulator






216 // Summation accumulator
217 // sum([pv51 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],





223 // Product accumulator
224 // sum([pv54 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
225 // exp(-1 / 2 * (iris_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) ** 2 /
226 // sigma(pv54, pv57) ** 2) *





232 // Summation accumulator







240 // Summation accumulator
241 // sum([pv92 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],









249 // Summation accumulator
250 // sum([pv90 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables , pv91 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
251 // abs(mu(pv90, pv91) - muold(pv90, pv91)) /
252 // (abs(mu(pv90, pv91)) + abs(muold(pv90, pv91))))
253 double pv108;
254
255 // Summation accumulator
256 // sum([pv93 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables , pv94 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
257 // abs(sigma(pv93, pv94) - sigmaold(pv93, pv94)) /







265 // Argmax index
266 int pv111;
267
268 // Argmax value
269 double pv112;
270
271 // Argmax temporary
272 double pv113;
273
274 // Argmax loop index
275 int pv84;
276
277 // Check constraints on inputs
278 ab_assert( 0 < n_classes );
279 ab_assert( 10 * n_classes < n_points );
280
281 // Label: label1
282 // Label: label2
283 // Label: label4
284 // Discrete EM-algorithm
285 //
286 // The model describes a discrete latent (or hidden) variable problem with
287 // the latent variable class_assignment and the data variable iris_data. The
288 // problem to optimize the conditional probability pr(iris_data |
289 // {mu,phi,sigma}) w.r.t. the variables mu, phi, and sigma can thus be
290 // solved by an application of the (discrete) EM-algorithm.
291 // The algorithm maintains as central data structure a class membership
292 // table q (see "label0") such that q(pv14,pv62) is the probability that
293 // data point pv14 belongs to class pv62, i.e.,
294 //
295 // q(pv14, pv62) == pr([class_assignment(pv14) == pv62])
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296 //
297 // The algorithm consists of an initialization phase for q (see "label2"),
298 // followed by a convergence phase (see "label5"), followed by the




303 // The initialization is center-based, i.e., for each class (i.e., value of
304 // the hidden variable class_assignment) a center value center is chosen
305 // first (see "label4"). Then, the values for the local distribution are
306 // calculated as distances between the data points and these center values
307 // (see "label7").
308 //
309 // Random initialization of the centers center with data points;
310 // note that a data point can be picked as center more than once.
311 for( pv66 = 0;pv66 <= n_classes - 1;pv66++ )
312 {
313 pick = uniform_int_rnd(n_points - 1);
314 for( pv67 = 0;pv67 <= n_variables - 1;pv67++ )
315 center(pv66, pv67) = iris_data(pv67, pick);
316 }
317 // Label: label7
318 for( pv14 = 0;pv14 <= n_points - 1;pv14++ )
319 for( pv69 = 0;pv69 <= n_classes - 1;pv69++ )
320 {
321 pv86 = 0.0;
322 for( pv70 = 0;pv70 <= n_variables - 1;pv70++ )
323 pv86 += (center(pv69, pv70) - iris_data(pv70, pv14)) *
324 (center(pv69, pv70) - iris_data(pv70, pv14));
325
326 pv88 = 0.0;
327 for( pv71 = 0;pv71 <= n_classes - 1;pv71++ )
328 {
329 pv87 = 0.0;
330 for( pv72 = 0;pv72 <= n_variables - 1;pv72++ )
331 pv87 += (center(pv71, pv72) - iris_data(pv72, pv14)) *
332 (center(pv71, pv72) - iris_data(pv72, pv14));
333 pv88 += sqrt(pv87);
334 }
335 q(pv14, pv69) = sqrt(pv86) / pv88;
336 }
337 // resize vector to maximal size
338 errors.resize(1000);
339 // initialize convergence output
340 for( loopcounter = 0;loopcounter <= 999;loopcounter++ )
341 errors(loopcounter) = 0;
342 // Tolerance value must be positive
343 ab_assert( tolerance > 0 );
344 // max nr of iterations must be positive
345 ab_assert( maxiteration > 0 );
346 loopcounter = 0;
347 // repeat at least once
348 pv89 = tolerance;
349 while( ((loopcounter < maxiteration) && (pv89 >= tolerance)) )
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350 {
351 loopcounter = 1 + loopcounter;
352 if ( loopcounter > 1 )
353 {
354 // assign current values to old values
355 for( pv74 = 0;pv74 <= n_variables - 1;pv74++ )
356 for( pv75 = 0;pv75 <= n_classes - 1;pv75++ )
357 muold(pv74, pv75) = mu(pv74, pv75);
358 // assign current values to old values
359 for( pv76 = 0;pv76 <= n_classes - 1;pv76++ )
360 phiold(pv76) = phi(pv76);
361 // assign current values to old values
362 for( pv77 = 0;pv77 <= n_variables - 1;pv77++ )
363 for( pv78 = 0;pv78 <= n_classes - 1;pv78++ )





369 // Label: label8
370 // Label: label3
371 // M-Step
372 //
373 // Decomposition I
374 //
375 // The problem to optimize the conditional probability
376 // pr({class_assignment ,iris_data} | {mu,phi,sigma}) w.r.t. the
377 // variables mu, phi, and sigma can under the given dependencies by
378 // Bayes rule be decomposed into two independent subproblems:
379 //
380 // max pr(class_assignment | phi) for phi
381 // max pr(iris_data | {class_assignment ,mu,sigma}) for {mu,sigma}
382 //
383 //
384 // The conditional probability pr(class_assignment | phi) is under the
385 // dependencies given in the model equivalent to
386 //
387 // prod([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], pr(class_assignment(pv18) | phi)
)
388 //
389 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by
390 // the respective probability density function given in the model.
391 // Summing out the expected variable class_assignment(pv14) yields the
392 // log-likelihood function
393 //
394 // sum_domain([pv14 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
395 // [pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], [class_assignment(pv14)],
396 // q(pv14, pv19),
397 // log(prod([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
398 // phi(class_assignment(pv18)))))
399 //
400 // which can be simplified to
401 //
402 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
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403 // log(phi(pv19)) *
404 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19)))
405 //
406 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variable phi.
407 //
408 // The expression
409 //
410 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
411 // log(phi(pv19)) *
412 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19)))
413 //
414 // is maximized w.r.t. the variable phi under the constraint
415 //
416 // 0 == 1 + -1 * sum([pv24 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], phi(pv24))
417 //
418 // using the Lagrange -multiplier l.
419 l = (double)(-n_points);
420 for( pv25 = 0;pv25 <= n_classes - 1;pv25++ )
421 // The summand
422 //
423 // -1 * l
424 //
425 // is constant with respect to the goal variable phi(pv25) and can
426 // thus be ignored for maximization.
427 //
428 // The function
429 //
430 // l * sum([pv24 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], phi(pv24)) +
431 // sum([pv19 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
432 // log(phi(pv19)) *
433 // sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv19)))
434 //
435 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variable phi(pv25).
436 // The differential
437 //
438 // l +
439 // phi(pv25) ** -1 * sum([pv18 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv18, pv25
))
440 //
441 // is set to zero; this equation yields the solution
442 //
443 // -1 * l ** -1 * sum([pv27 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv27, pv25))
444 //
445 {
446 pv97 = 0.0;
447 for( pv27 = 0;pv27 <= n_points - 1;pv27++ )
448 pv97 += q(pv27, pv25);
449 phi(pv25) = -pv97 / l;
450 }
451
452 // The conditional probability pr(iris_data |
453 // {class_assignment ,mu,sigma}) is under the dependencies given in the
454 // model equivalent to
455 //
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456 // prod([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables , pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
457 // pr(iris_data(pv33,pv34) | {class_assignment(pv34),mu(pv33,*),
sigma(pv33,*)}))
458 //
459 // The probability occuring here is atomic and can thus be replaced by
460 // the respective probability density function given in the model.
461 // Summing out the expected variable class_assignment(pv14) yields the
462 // log-likelihood function
463 //
464 // sum_domain([pv14 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
465 // [pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes], [class_assignment(pv14)],
466 // q(pv14, pv35),
467 // log(prod([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables ,
468 // pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
469 // exp(-1 / 2 *
470 // (iris_data(pv33, pv34) -
471 // mu(pv33, class_assignment(pv34))) ** 2 /
472 // sigma(pv33, class_assignment(pv34)) ** 2)
*
473 // (1 /
474 // (sqrt(2 * pi) *
475 // sigma(pv33, class_assignment(pv34)))))))
476 //
477 // which can be simplified to
478 //
479 // -1 *
480 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
481 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables], log(sigma(pv33, pv35))) *
482 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv35))) +
483 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(2) +
484 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(pi) +
485 // -1 / 2 *
486 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points , pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
487 // q(pv34, pv35) *
488 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
489 // (-1 * mu(pv33, pv35) + iris_data(pv33, pv34)) ** 2 *
490 // sigma(pv33, pv35) ** -2))
491 //
492 // This function is then optimized w.r.t. the goal variables mu and
493 // sigma.
494 //
495 // The summands
496 //
497 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(2)
498 // -1 / 2 * n_points * n_variables * log(pi)
499 //
500 // are constant with respect to the goal variables mu and sigma and can
501 // thus be ignored for maximization.
502 //
503 // Index decomposition
504 //
505 // The function
506 //
507 // -1 *
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508 // sum([pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
509 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables], log(sigma(pv33, pv35))) *
510 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv35))) +
511 // -1 / 2 *
512 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points , pv35 := 0 .. -1 + n_classes],
513 // q(pv34, pv35) *
514 // sum([pv33 := 0 .. -1 + n_variables],
515 // (-1 * mu(pv33, pv35) + iris_data(pv33, pv34)) ** 2 *
516 // sigma(pv33, pv35) ** -2))
517 //
518 // can be optimized w.r.t. the variables mu(pv43,pv44) and
519 // sigma(pv43,pv44) element by element (i.e., along the index variables
520 // pv43 and pv44) because there are no dependencies along thats
521 // dimensions.
522 for( pv43 = 0;pv43 <= n_variables - 1;pv43++ )
523 for( pv44 = 0;pv44 <= n_classes - 1;pv44++ )




528 // is non-negative and constant with respect to the goal variables
529 // mu(pv43,pv44) and sigma(pv43,pv44) and can thus be ignored for
530 // maximization.
531 //
532 // The function
533 //
534 // -1 * n_variables * log(sigma(pv43, pv44)) *
535 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv44)) +
536 // -1 / 2 * n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -2 *
537 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
538 // (-1 * mu(pv43, pv44) + iris_data(pv43, pv34)) ** 2 *
539 // q(pv34, pv44))
540 //
541 // is then symbolically maximized w.r.t. the goal variables
542 // mu(pv43,pv44) and sigma(pv43,pv44). The partial differentials
543 //
544 // df / d_mu(pvar(43),pvar(44)) ==
545 // -1 * n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -2 * mu(pv43, pv44) *
546 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv44)) +
547 // n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -2 *
548 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
549 // iris_data(pv43, pv34) * q(pv34, pv44))
550 // df / d_sigma(pvar(43),pvar(44)) ==
551 // -1 * n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -1 *
552 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv34, pv44)) +
553 // n_variables * sigma(pv43, pv44) ** -3 *
554 // sum([pv34 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
555 // (-1 * mu(pv43, pv44) + iris_data(pv43, pv34)) ** 2 *
556 // q(pv34, pv44))
557 //
558 // are set to zero; these equations yield the solutions
559 //
560 // mu(pv43, pv44) ==
561 // cond(0 == n_variables or
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562 // 0 == sum([pv47 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv47, pv44)),
563 // fail(division_by_zero),
564 // sum([pv48 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv48, pv44)) ** -1 *
565 // sum([pv49 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
566 // iris_data(pv43, pv49) * q(pv49, pv44)))
567 // sigma(pv43, pv44) ==
568 // cond(0 == n_variables or
569 // 0 == sum([pv50 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv50, pv44)),
570 // fail(division_by_zero),
571 // abs(n_variables) * n_variables ** -1 *
572 // sum([pv51 := 0 .. -1 + n_points],
573 // (-1 * mu(pv43, pv44) + iris_data(pv43, pv51)) ** 2 *
574 // q(pv51, pv44)) ** (1 / 2) *
575 // sum([pv52 := 0 .. -1 + n_points], q(pv52, pv44)) **
576 // (-1 / 2))
577 //
578 {
579 // Initialization of common subexpression
580 pv98 = 0.0;
581 for( pv50 = 0;pv50 <= n_points - 1;pv50++ )
582 pv98 += q(pv50, pv44);
583 pv53 = pv98;
584
585 if ( ((0 == n_variables) || (0 == pv53)) )
586 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
587 else
588 {
589 pv99 = 0.0;
590 for( pv49 = 0;pv49 <= n_points - 1;pv49++ )
591 pv99 += iris_data(pv43, pv49) * q(pv49, pv44);
592 mu(pv43, pv44) = pv99 * ((double)(1) / pv53);
593 }
594 if ( ((0 == n_variables) || (0 == pv53)) )
595 { ab_error( division_by_zero ); }
596 else
597 {
598 pv100 = 0.0;
599 for( pv51 = 0;pv51 <= n_points - 1;pv51++ )
600 pv100 += (iris_data(pv43, pv51) - mu(pv43, pv44)) *
601 (iris_data(pv43, pv51) - mu(pv43, pv44)) *
602 q(pv51, pv44);
603 sigma(pv43, pv44) = abs(n_variables) * sqrt(pv100) *
604 ((double)(1) / (double)(n_variables)) *
605 ((double)(1) / sqrt(pv53));
606 }
607 }
608 // Label: label9
609 // E-Step
610 // Update the current values of the class membership table q.
611 for( pv14 = 0;pv14 <= n_points - 1;pv14++ )
612 {
613 // Initialization of common subexpression
614 for( pv57 = 0;pv57 <= n_classes - 1;pv57++ )
615 {
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616 pv106 = 1.0;
617 for( pv54 = 0;pv54 <= n_variables - 1;pv54++ )
618 pv106 *= exp(-0.5 * (iris_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) *
619 (iris_data(pv54, pv14) - mu(pv54, pv57)) /
620 (sigma(pv54, pv57) * sigma(pv54, pv57))) *
621 ((double)(1) /
622 (sqrt(M_PI * (double)(2)) * sigma(pv54, pv57)));
623 pv59(pv57) = phi(pv57) * pv106;
624 }
625
626 pv107 = 0.0;
627 for( pv56 = 0;pv56 <= n_classes - 1;pv56++ )
628 pv107 += pv59(pv56);
629 pv61 = pv107;
630 for( pv81 = 0;pv81 <= n_classes - 1;pv81++ )
631 // The denominator pv61 can become zero due to round-off errors.
632 // In that case, each class is considered to be equally likely.
633 if ( pv61 == 0.0 )
634 q(pv14, pv81) = (double)(1) / (double)(n_classes);
635 else
636 q(pv14, pv81) = pv59(pv81) / pv61;
637 }
638 if ( loopcounter > 1 )
639 {
640 pv108 = 0.0;
641 for( pv90 = 0;pv90 <= n_variables - 1;pv90++ )
642 for( pv91 = 0;pv91 <= n_classes - 1;pv91++ )
643 pv108 += abs(mu(pv90, pv91) - muold(pv90, pv91)) /
644 (abs(mu(pv90, pv91)) + abs(muold(pv90, pv91)));
645
646 pv109 = 0.0;
647 for( pv92 = 0;pv92 <= n_classes - 1;pv92++ )
648 pv109 += abs(phi(pv92) - phiold(pv92)) /
649 (abs(phi(pv92)) + abs(phiold(pv92)));
650
651 pv110 = 0.0;
652 for( pv93 = 0;pv93 <= n_variables - 1;pv93++ )
653 for( pv94 = 0;pv94 <= n_classes - 1;pv94++ )
654 pv110 += abs(sigma(pv93, pv94) - sigmaold(pv93, pv94)) /
655 (abs(sigma(pv93, pv94)) + abs(sigmaold(pv93, pv94)));
656 pv89 = pv108 + pv109 + pv110;
657
658 if ( loopcounter <= 1000 )
659 // collect convergence info
660 errors(loopcounter - 2) = pv89;
661 else
662 ;






669 // Label: label6
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670 // Extract the most likely values of the hidden variable
671 // class_assignment(pv14) from the class membership table q.
672 for( pv14 = 0;pv14 <= n_points - 1;pv14++ )
673 {
674 // Determine the position of the maximum with in the range
675 // 0
676 // ...
677 // -1 + n_classes
678 // by iterating over this range and calculating the value at each point
679 // (argmax).
680 //
681 // Argmax loop
682 for( pv84 = 0;pv84 <= n_classes - 1;pv84++ )
683 {
684 pv113 = q(pv14, pv84);
685 if ( ((pv84 == 0) || (pv113 > pv112)) )
686 // Save new maximum
687 {
688 pv112 = pv113;









698 retval(0) = class_assignment;
699 retval(1) = mu;
700 retval(2) = phi;
701 retval(3) = sigma;




706 //-- End of code
---------------------------------------------------------------
Listing A.6. The C++ code AUTOBAYES generated from the input file given in Figure A.6.
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A.3 List of Constraints
Table A.1. CONSTRAINTS DEVELOPED FOR THE INPUT, OUTPUT, AND THE RELA-
TIONSHIP BETWEEN THEM.
Number Constraint
1 The declared InputData.name (e.g., x) must be used in StatisticalModel.equation
AND Goal.equation.
2 StatisticalModel.name = ’gauss’ THEN the Goal must include Mean.name
AND (Varianace.name OR StandardDeviation.name).
3 IF Mean.col_size = 1 THEN Mean.row_size = ModelParameters.n_classes.
4 IF ModelParameters.n_variables > 1 THEN Mean.row_size
= StandardDeviation.row_size = ModelParameters.n_variables AND Mean.col_size
= StandardDeviation.col_size = ModelParameters.n_classes.
5 IF StatisticalModel.name = gauss AND sqrt() is used in the StatisticalModel.equation
THEN the Variance is used.
6 IF Variance is used in ClassParameters, StandardDeviation is not used and vise versa.
7 IF Variance is used in Denominator, StandardDeviation is not used and vise versa.
8 IF Variance is used in Coefficient, StandardDeviation is not used and vise versa.
9 IF StatisticalModel.name = gauss THEN one of Variance OR StandardDeviation
must be used in the Gaussian Coefficient and Denominator.
10 IF Variance OR StandardDeviation is used in ClassParameters OR StatisticalModel
OR Goal OR Coefficient OR Denominator THEN it must be used in all of the others.
11 ModelParameters.n_classes > 0 AND ModelParameters.n_variables > 0
AND ModelParameters.n_points > 0
12 Mean.name must be specified AND Mean.row_size > 0 AND Mean.col_size > 0
13 Variance.name must be specified AND Variance.row_size = Variance.col_size = 1.
14 InputData.name must be specified.
15 StandardDeviation.name must be specified.
16 StandardDeviation.row_size > 0 AND StandardDeviation.col_size > 0
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Table A.2. CONSTRAINTS DEVELOPED FOR THE OUTPUT.
Number Constraint
1 Variance.row_size = 1 AND Variance.col_size = 1
2 IF NormalDistribution is used THEN Mean.row_size = Mean.col_size = 1
3 IF Transformations is used THEN Mean.row_size = Mean.col_size = 1
4 IF NormalDistribution is used THEN Transformations is NOT used.
5 IF Transformations is used THEN NormalDistribution is NOT used.
6 The value of variance must always be > 0
7 There must always be a Declaration and an Initialization in the output code.
8 There must be one Input AND one Constant AND one Output AND one Local
Class in the Declaration Class whenever the code is generated.
9 Errors.row_size = 1000
10 IF Transformations is used THEN CommonSubexpressionInitLoop
AND MemoizedCommonSubexpression must be used.
11 IF NormalDistribution is used THEN InputData is used in CalcuateMean
AND CalculateVariance.
12 IF Transformations is used THEN InputData is used to calculate
MemoizedCommonSubexpression in the CommonSubexpressionInitializationLoop.
13 Retval.resize is used before any values are stored into it.
14 IF NormalDistribution OR Transformations is used THEN Retval.size
must be Retval.resize to 2.
15 IF NormalDistribution OR Transformations is used THEN InputData.col_size = 1.
16 IF Transformations is used THEN MemoizedCommonSubexpression.row_size
= InputData.row_size.
17 MemoizedCommonSubexpression.col_size = 1
18 Mean.row_size must equal StandardDeviation.row_size AND Mean.col_size
must equal StandardDeviation.col_size.
19 IF NormalDistribution is used, there must be 2 Mean AND 2 InputData
in the CalculateVarianceLoop.
20 IF Transformations is used, there must be 2 Mean AND 2
MemoizedCommonSubexpression in the CalculateVarianceLoop.
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Table A.3. CONSTRAINTS DEVELOPED FOR THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THEM.
Number Constraint
1 IF StatisticalModel.name = gauss AND sqrt() is used in the StatisticalModel.equation
(e.g., gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq))), THEN the Variance class must be used.
2 IF StatisticalModel.equation = ‘x(_) ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq))’
THEN the NormalDistribution class must be used.
3 IF StatisticalModel.equation =‘x(_)**2 ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq))’
THEN the Transformation must be used and the Transformation.type = “square”.
4 IF StatisticalModel.equation = ‘log(x(_)) ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq))’
THEN the Transformation must be used and the Transformation.type = ’log’.
5 IF Pragma.name = ’em_log_likelihood_convergence’ AND Pragma.value = ’true’
THEN Log-likelihood AND CalculateLog-likelihood is used.
6 IF input Mean.row_size = 1 AND input Mean.col_size = 1
THEN (NormalDistribution OR Transformations) will be used.
7 Input Mean.row_size must equal output Mean.row_size AND
input Mean.col_size must equal output Mean.col_size.
8 Input Variance.row_size must equal output Variance.row_size AND
input Variance.col_size must equal output Variance.col_size.
9 Input StandardDeviation.row_size must equal output StandardDeviation.row_size
AND input StandardDeviation.col_size must equal output StandardDeviation.col_size.
10 IF ClassProbabilities AND HiddenVariable are used
THEN DiscreteEM-algorithm will be used.
11 The input InputData.name must equal the output InputData.name.
12 The input Mean.name must equal the output Mean.name.
13 The input Variance.name must equal the output Variance.name.
14 The input StandardDeviation.name must equal the output StandardDeviation.name.
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A.4 Input File for USE











11 name : String





17 name : String










28 name : String
29 row_size : Integer
30 col_size : Integer










41 n_points : Integer
42 n_classes : Integer






48 name : String
49 row_size : Integer
50 col_size : Integer








59 name : String
60 row_size : Integer
61 col_size : Integer





67 name : String
68 row_size : Integer
69 col_size : Integer





75 name : String
76 row_size : Integer
77 col_size : Integer
78 values : Bag(Real)
79 end
80























103 name : String
104 input_args : Bag(Bag(Real))
105 output_args : Integer
106 n_points : Integer
107 n_variables : Integer
108 n_classes : Integer
109 input_data : Matrix
110 data_set_name : String
111 operations
112 check_in_and_out_args(input_args : Bag(Bag(Real)), output_args : Integer) :
Boolean
113 check_data_format(input_data : Matrix) : Boolean
114 get_data() : Matrix






























145 name : String
146 row_size : Integer
147 col_size : Integer
148 values : Bag(Real)
149 end
150
151 class OutputCodeMean < Matrix
152 attributes
153 n_classes : Integer




157 class OutputCodeVariance < Matrix
158 end
159
160 class OutputCodeInputData < Matrix
161 end
162























186 n_points : Integer
187 operations





193 n_points : Integer
194 n_variables : Integer
195 operations




200 -- Associations within input CD -----------------------
201 -------------------------------------------------------
202


















































































283 ---- From breaking down the Guassian equ ----




































































351 -- Associations within output CD ----------------------
352 -------------------------------------------------------
353















369 --------------- Declarations ---------------































400 ------------------ Retval ------------------















416 ------------------ Normal ------------------














































462 ---------------- Transfrom -----------------















































509 -- Associations input CD and output CD ----------------
510 -------------------------------------------------------
511



















































562 self.name.size() > 0
563 and self.row_size = 1




568 self.name.size() > 0
569 and self.row_size >= 1




574 self.n_classes >= 1
575 and self.n_variables >= 1








584 self.variance ->size() = 1 implies self.standardDeviation ->size() = 0





589 self.variance ->size() = 1 implies self.standardDeviation ->size() = 0




594 self.variance ->size() = 1 implies self.standardDeviation ->size() = 0
595 and self.standardDeviation ->size() = 1 implies self.variance ->size() = 0
596








605 self.name.size() > 0
606 and self.row_size = 1








615 self.name.size() > 0
616 and self.row_size >= 1




621 self.normalDistribution ->size() = 1 implies self.transformations ->size() =
0





626 self.normalDistribution ->size() = 1
627 implies self.normalDistribution.calculateMeanLoop.outputCodeMean.row_size
= 1




632 self.transformations ->size() = 1
633 implies self.transformations.calculateMeanLoop.outputCodeMean.row_size = 1





638 self.transformations ->size() = 1
639 implies self.transformations.commonSubexpressionInitLoop ->size() = 1
640 and self.transformations.commonSubexpressionInitLoop.




644 self.normalDistribution ->size() = 1
645 implies self.normalDistribution.calculateMeanLoop.outputCodeInputData ->size
() = 1








653 self.name = self.outputCodeMean.name
654 and self.row_size = self.outputCodeMean.row_size




659 self.name = self.outputCodeVariance.name
660 and self.row_size = self.outputCodeVariance.row_size




665 self.name = self.outputCodeInputData.name
666 and self.row_size = self.outputCodeInputData.row_size
667 and self.col_size = self.outputCodeInputData.col_size




672 self.equation = ’x(_) ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq)).’ implies (self.
gaussianModel.normalDistribution ->size() = 1
673 and self.gaussianModel.transformations ->size() = 0




678 self.equation = ’log(x(_)) ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq)).’ implies (self.
gaussianModel.transformations ->size() = 1
679 and self.gaussianModel.transformations.type = ’log’
680 and self.gaussianModel.normalDistribution ->size() = 0




685 self.equation = ’x(_)**2 ~ gauss(mu, sqrt(sigma_sq)).’ implies (self.
gaussianModel.transformations ->size() = 1
127
686 and self.gaussianModel.transformations.type = ’square’
687 and self.gaussianModel.normalDistribution ->size() = 1
688 and self.classParameters.variance ->size() = 1)
689
690 ---- The constraints from the multiplicities of the CDs ----
691
692 context GaussianModel inv:
693 self.declaration ->size() = 1
694 and self.initialization ->size() = 1
695 and self.retval->size() = 1
696 and self.matrix->size() >= 1
697 and (self.normalDistribution ->size() = 0 or self.normalDistribution ->size()
= 1)
698 and (self.transformations ->size() = 0 or self.transformations ->size() = 1)
699
700 context Declaration inv:
701 self.inputDeclaration ->size() = 1
702 and self.constantDeclaration ->size() = 1
703 and self.outputDeclaration ->size() = 1
704 and self.localDeclaration ->size() = 1
705 and self.matrix->size() >= 1
706
707 context StatisticalModel inv:
708 self.pragmas->size() >= 0
709 and (self.hiddenVariable ->size() = 0 or self.hiddenVariable ->size() = 1)
710 and self.goal->size() = 1
711 and self.inputData ->size() >= 1
712 and self.classParameters ->size() >= 1
713
714 context ClassParameters inv:
715 self.statisticalModel ->size() >= 1
716 and ( (self.variance->size() = 0 and self.standardDeviation ->size() = 1)
717 or (self.variance ->size() = 1 and self.standardDeviation ->size() = 0) )
718 and self.mean->size() = 1
719 and self.modelParameters ->size() >= 0
720 and self.goal->size() = 1
721
722 context Goal inv:
723 self.statisticalModel ->size() >= 1
724 and (self.classProbabilities ->size() = 0 or self.classProbabilities ->size()
= 1)
725 and self.classParameters ->size() >= 1
726 and self.inputData ->size() >= 1
727
728 context NormalDistribution inv:
729 self.gaussianModel ->size() >= 1
730 and self.calculateMeanLoop ->size() = 1
731 and self.calculateVarianceLoop ->size() = 1
732 and self.checkDivideByZero ->size() >= 1
733
734 context Transformations inv:
735 self.gaussianModel ->size() >= 1
736 and self.calculateMeanLoop ->size() = 1
737 and self.calculateVarianceLoop ->size() = 1
128
738 and self.checkDivideByZero ->size() >= 1
739 and self.commonSubexpressionInitLoop ->size() = 1
Listing A.7. The input file for the analysis with the USE tool.
A.5 User Interface Screens and Output From USE
Figure A.7. The USE tool user interface after loading my input file.
129
Figure A.8. The initial USE Create Configuration and Validator Readout.
Figure A.9. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Basic Types and Options tab.
130
Figure A.10. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab.
131
Figure A.11. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Invariants tab.
132
Figure A.12. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab with fix for
the Pragma Class error.
133
Figure A.13. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab with fix for
each of the Classes that can have a multiplicity of 0.
134
Figure A.14. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab with fix for
the Goal Class error.
Figure A.15. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab with fix for
the Mean Class error.
135
Figure A.16. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab with fix for
the Gaussian Class error.
Figure A.17. The USE Model Validator Configuration - Classes and Associations tab with fix for
the GaussianModel Class error.
136
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